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Foreword

We are pleased to present the results and findings from our inaugural Thought Leadership Summit: Chaos or

Convergence – The Future of Asset Management. This publication reflects the results of a detailed process of

interviews, research, strategic dialogues and a full day Thought Leadership Summit held on January 17th 2006

in Zurich. At the Summit itself, we were proud to host 40 Thought Leaders from across the industry, and across

Europe, who gathered to debate, discuss and develop contrasting views of the future shape of the asset

management industry. The scenarios presented in this publication are the results of that intense day – and

reflect the depth and diversity of the Thought Leader perspectives.

Foreword
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I would like to thank those institutions who supported us in launching the Thought Leadership Summit –

PricewaterhouseCoopers, the Financial Times, Evalueserve and our co-organizers, First Tuesday Zurich. We also

appreciate the commitment of our local hosts, the Greater Zurich Area, comprised of the Canton and City of

Zurich, and the Canton of Schwyz. Finally, we would like to thank the Association Francaise de Gestion (AFG),

the Investment Management Association (IMA) and the Swiss Banking Institute (ISB) of the University of Zurich

who hosted the Strategic Dialogues which preceded the Summit.

We believe that the Thought Leadership Summit will develop into the leading independent forum for Thought

Leaders in asset management, and look forward to building it with you, the leaders of our industry. The next

Thought Leadership Summit will be held in Monaco, on November 6th, 2006, and will focus on one of the most

important questions that arose at the inaugural Summit – Reinventing Distribution:The Future of Asset Management.

We hope to welcome you there.

Best regards,

Paul Zilk

Chief Executive Officer, Reed MIDEM

Foreword
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A shifting landscape
In 2005, Europe’s asset management industry remained highly fragmented, with

different markets characterized by varying investment attitudes and regulatory

environments.

Section I
Executive Summary
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Section I
Executive Summary

A SHIFTING LANDSCAPE

In 2005, the landscape of European asset management remains highly fragmented, with different markets

characterized by varying investment attitudes and regulatory environments. But change is afoot. The drivers of

transformation are consistent across borders. They include the evolving role and models of distribution; the

crucial importance of regulation; the constant renewal of asset classes; the role of technology; a more

demanding and involved client base; more liability-driven fund management; and the increasing role and

importance of the Asian economies. From these trends arise the major challenges facing the industry. Will it

evolve towards greater convergence or more radical change, and what are the opportunities that these

potential outcomes suggest? To date, players in the asset management industry have responded to these

pressures in various ways – some established players have taken to more external management of funds,

greater off-shoring of many back office functions, and varied distribution channels. In addition, while larger

players expand their global and product footprints, smaller boutiques or niche players opt for focus and

specialization in geography, investment style or asset class.

These challenges for the asset management industry led directly to the decision to bring together a very diverse

group of leading industry players from across the value chain, and across Europe to think about the future in

order to prepare, innovate, and adjust as the landscape changes. The objective was to identify patterns across

the sector – the early indicators and new opportunities for financial institutions and new participants to

leverage different distribution platforms. In order to understand the core trends of the industry, both those

driving convergence and those driving chaos, Reed MIDEM, initiated a platform for strategic dialogue, the

Thought Leadership Summit (TLS). At the first TLS, the Thought Leaders developed four scenarios outlining

possible futures as a means of defining the potential strategic opportunities – and strategic risks – facing the

industry.
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Forces At Work

The fragmentation of Europe’s asset management industry is cited as one of the major challenges to maintain

global competitiveness. Different regulatory requirements and tax structures across European countries, along

with the financial and organizational burden of maintaining infrastructure at different locations, lead to higher

costs. All of this means higher fees paid by investors, resulting in lower yields. At the same time, technology

and globalization, with an attendant acceleration of information and capital flows, are recasting the financial

order. Increasing reliance on technology and academic, quantitative-based approaches would further influence

the industry at both the firm and client level.

"Definition of Asset Management" The complexity of defining Asset Management. Thought Leaders’ explanations to a Mother-in-Law
and a chief executive of a different industry, graphically interpreted at the Thought Leadership Summit (TLS)
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A central question is how long the industry can remain

comparatively static within a very dynamic environment. The

pension industry continues to shift from defined benefit to defined

contribution structures, which transforms the field of actors,

reducing the importance of traditional institutional business and

distribution patterns. Traditionally the institution, or the pension

fund which defined benefits, took the risk. In defined contribution

plans, however, the individual investor carries the risk –

transforming the business and creating new challenges.

Change, however, has been progressive. Legislation and country specific market practice and regulations continue

to function as effective barriers for cross border expansion. In one of the sessions, a Thought Leader noted that

“people talked about the same issues ten years ago,” which means the massive opportunities are still there. In

addition to the rise of hedge funds, new entrants, especially from sectors outside the financial world, were possible

despite these formal – and informal barriers. Companies such as Microsoft or Google, with the brand power,

financial means and dynamism take on the financial-services industry, feature prominently on the horizon.

Regulatory and reporting structures also impacted the industry. The continued lack of harmonization in

regulation between distributors-banks, insurance, IFAs, product and countries results in both specific

opportunities and barriers to expansion.Yet some markets and products cut across national boundaries.

The changing status of the client must be also examined. In the retail business, the end client continues to have

little effective power. In 2005, some firms continued to give preference to internal products, or those which

provided the best terms, rather than those that provide the best performance. At the same time, there is a slow

and steady shift in power to those who control access to the ultimate client – the strongest distributors. A

more educated, sophisticated and involved investor – enabled by technology – will demand further

transparency, frequent and clear reporting, and performance. In other words, they will look for clear and

demonstrable value – and its counterpart, choice, or the ability to easily change providers if value is not

apparent. As a direct result, the winning models of distribution will be those with a very powerful client focus,

and increased capability in effective advisory services.
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Continued political and socio-economic shifts and uncertainty

impact the industry’s health and structure as well. In Europe, this is

especially true as the EU continues to work towards a common

constitution, effective management of the Euro and of the

challenges of effective integration of the new states. Political, social

and economic reforms continue to be necessary despite challenges

at the national level such as funding the rising cost of health care

and social security systems, and addressing the needs of an aging

society. To date, despite these fundamental trends in pensions, economic frameworks and politics, the core

industry structure of asset management has remained comparatively unaffected.

IMPLICATIONS AND LEARNINGS

Major Changes within the Value Chain 

Many Thought Leaders saw further clear segmentation of the value chain, enabling new models and

outsourcing. This process would continue to be led by the back office, where automation and standardization

has the most immediate impact. Additionally, issues of corporate governance across the entire value chain,

greater involvement of regulators, and the increasing popularity of hedge funds with their own special needs

will impact the value chain. Access to the client will continue to be an important driver in this industry and

asset gathering will be a key factor. Global top performing investment managers continue to command direct

access to clients – and limited, if any, need for additional distribution channels. At the same time, the firms

with the broadest and deepest client base would have their choice of managers and boutiques, and this trend

would serve to enforce the strength of their position in distribution. Finally, the ability of trading desks to

structure investments without specialized asset managers and effectively disintermediate existing providers

was noted. Finally, several Thought Leaders felt that the lack of financial familiarity on the part of the public

was an obstacle to more radical change; retail investors continued to rely heavily on the expertise of their

bankers or their insurers.
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“Value Chain” The segmentation and industrialisation of the Value Chain in Asset Management. Graphical interpretation of the results of
the workshop on the changing value chain from 1995 to 2005 in the Asset Management industry at the Thought Leadership Summit (TLS)
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Innovation and the Rise of New Products 

In the recent past, asset managers in Europe steadily shifted the proportion of assets allocated to traditional

asset classes, such as money markets, equity and fixed income. The well established trend will continue, to use

core and satellite strategies, mixing passive and index products, as well as alternative asset classes, to create

innovative investment approaches and styles to maximize portfolio performance. The industry will continue to

see a pattern of new investment fashions that emerge as the dominant model for a few years, and then are

integrated into the standard repertory. Quantitative and empirical research is expected to be key drivers of

innovation. It will be an increasingly transparent and open marketplace, driven by reporting standards and the

speed of communication.

New Markets 

The fragmented nature of the European market and the dominance of regional players made it difficult for

many players to gain significant market share outside their country of origin. Many firms therefore look to

establish a global presence, targeting the comparatively untapped markets in the Asia-Pacific and Middle East

regions. China, in its domestic markets, and Dubai for offshore, showed especially strong growth. The Asian

market presented several operational obstacles, however, including settlement, clearing, and currency

valuation. Above all, in these markets, management skills and experience with intercultural financial services

was important to sustainable success.

New Segments

New markets should be distinguished for institutional and retail investors. Over the past few years, institutional

investors have increased their sophistication and adjusted their risk management and investment and liability

models accordingly. Among retail clients, the traditional, very wealthy family-oriented clients differ from

entrepreneurial wealth in behavior, attitude and demands, as well as in their usage of technology and tools for

managing their wealth. The “art of advice” was one symbol for new markets – suggesting old markets could be

served through a new focus.
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Within Europe many cross-border firms have country-specific structures, providing product solutions that

could be adapted to the structure required in different countries. Further, although Europe presented challenge

– being “overbanked” and a costly and complicated environment with criteria and regulations for each country –

many see strong potential for growth in Germany, Italy and Spain, with markets was increasingly opened to

third-party products.

Technology

Technology continues to drive change, throughout the value chain from techniques for tracking performance

and modeling in portfolio management, through advanced means of risk-handling and easier pricing and

settlements of derivatives. The rapid changes in communications infrastructure, computing capacity and data

storage, new collaborative models and platforms, and the convergence of previously disparate technologies and

devices are finally reaching the critical mass needed to drive more structural changes by enabling outsourcing

and parceling of functions across the value chain. In addition, technology fundamentally enables increasing

transparency, adjusting the investor’s relationship to the industry and dramatically improving the investor’s

access to information and ability to directly transact in the market.
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WORLDS TO TOMORROW

The four scenarios developed by the Thought Leaders presented snapshots of alternative futures.

Value chainC
lie

nt

e-VOLUTION NEW ORDER 

PERFECT BALANCE COTTAGE INDUSTRY 
LIMITED CHANGE SIGNIFICANT

CHANGE

HIGH VALUE ADDED
EMPOWERED

LOW VALUE ADDED
DEPENDENT
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PERFECT BALANCE
"Lost in the finance product jungle - investors cry out for advice"

The Perfect Balance scenario presents a time when big players and niche

boutiques balance each other and the “value space” is comparatively

unchanged.While big traditional players dominate, technology enables global

brands to operate in locally targeted ways. There continues to be slow

convergence of distribution models between the advisory-led UK and the

banking- and insurance-led continental Europe models. Clients remain

relatively disempowered and change is slow. A significant premium for many

investments types, such as retail mutual funds, is still maintained regardless

of performance, providing another disincentive to change.

COTTAGE INDUSTRY 
"Is Europe a Lost Dream? The UCITS Directive disappears"

In this scenario, a series of continued and sustained market crashes, a severe

and continued drop in volumes, and a few high profile collapses of financial

players result in a deeply fragmented world of finance. An extended global

recession and disruptive political and social crises have shattered the dream

of growth driven by China and India. The outcome is a chain of socio-

economic crises exacerbated by bankrupt pension plans. The promise of a

single European market is fading as Europe struggled to resolve the joint

challenges of an aging population and integration of new EU states. Critical

mass, capital resources and vertical integration are strategic necessities for

success. In a risk-averse environment, capital preservation looms as the main investment goal. Product

development stagnates as investors go back to basics and lower costs through products such as savings

accounts and indexed funds, money markets and gold. At the same time, a persistent lack of investor trust in

the system is driven by continued volatility and uncertainty, and results in a “flight to quality” and a return to

the comfort of a few known and well capitalized brands.
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e-VOLUTION 
"The bio pharma / biotech model as the new finance blueprint"

e-Volution signals a brave new world – and a time where the promise of new

technologies is finally met and surpassed. The next generation of the internet,

and the convergence of media, IT and communication industries, contribute to

a dramatic shifts in the successful distribution models, and the growth in assets

managed by computers using quantitative techniques and evolved models to

deliver high returns. Increasingly, this quantitative analysis, enabled by in depth

modeling and analysis, drives investment decisions. The industry evolves

towards a “pharma” model, where large players dominate global distribution

and continually search for ways to expand their “product pipeline,” resulting in

a growing reliance on innovative teams of experts and an expanded role for boutiques and new players. This, in

turn, drives major restructuring and segmenting of key portions of the value chain. Clients have more access to

information and effective analytical tools, and demand value and clarity in pricing, reporting and ultimately

performance. The industry broadly consolidated into thriving, and distinct, regional markets. Significant progress

is made to harmonize and standardize regulations across the region.

NEW ORDER 
"If we can't play, you don't pay. Fidelity reduces its fee to performance"

This scenario envisions a true democratization of finance, including the

successful entry of large trusted “non-finance players” such as eBay into asset

management, and an increasingly global market. Big players and boutiques

both feature prominently. Both cater to highly empowered consumer

investors, with the resulting requirement for intense customer focus in areas

such as education, advice, and product design. Individuals have access to

professional tools online and technology that facilitated unquestioned

access, control and transparency. Selected providers focus exclusively on

distribution platforms and enabling technologies, combined with a strong
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marketing and branding. The most successful players are clearly concentrated on

specific activities, and outsource their non-core activities to specialized firms. The

potential of convergence of the digital asset and financial asset industry, i.e.

technology and finance, emerge as a significant trend, evidenced by the emergence

of new categories of players from outside the industry.

LEADING INDICATORS

Across all scenarios, five key strategic indicators were identified.

1. The evolving challenges of distribution, and the core question of who controls access to the 

changing needs of the client, emerges consistently as one of the drivers of change.

2. The regulatory environment and its harmonization – or lack thereof – by country and by structure,

have an unquestioned role in the future of individual products, players and sectors.

3. Changes in industry structure, from the role of boutiques to the emergence of new categories 

of participants, are driven by the increased ability to industrialize, and therefore segment,

key portions of the value chain.

4. The much anticipated change in the behavior of the investor, whether in terms of 

demanding advice or transparency, is a persistent driver as well.

5. The increasing importance of quantitative techniques in creating investment value, drives the 

core assumption of continued innovation and emergence of new categories of investments.

Supporting all five of these trends is technology.
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THE WAY FORWARD

In an evolving environment, whether driven by socio-economic trends, technology changes, or the evolution

of investor behavior, it remains open how long the asset management industry can remain comparatively static

in a dynamic world.

The core strategic question ahead will be to determine the overall pace and direction of change in the industry

over the next few years. These scenarios do not predict the future. Instead, they provide a technique to avoid

the risk of believing that the challenges of yesterday are the challenges of tomorrow. We hope that these

possible futures for the industry may contribute to a growing understanding of the direction of the asset

management industry.



SECTION II

Starting Points

Section
II
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Section II
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Thought Leadership
Summit 
The Thought Leadership Summit (TLS) is a three – step knowledge process,

centred around today’s one-day Think Tank. Using innovative interactive

techniques, the TLS gives participants an opportunity to challenge current trends

and thinking within the Asset Management industry. It is a platform for key

players to come together across sectors, countries and backgrounds, and enter

into a strategic dialogue about critical issues facing the industry, today and in

the future.



The Process

Stage 1 Preparation: We have interviewed Thought Leaders across the industry, commissioned exclusive,

unpublished research, and held Strategic Conversations, in order to identify the most important questions

facing the industry today. This research forms the core of today’s Think Tank. During this period we also built

the Knowledge Network, a unique group of Thought Leaders nominated by the industry, for the industry.

Stage 2 Dialogue: Today’s Think Tank is structured to enable interactive dialogue amongst leading decision-

makers - the Thought Leaders from all sectors of the industry. The Evening Session will build upon the day’s

work, with provocative keynote perspectives and discussions amongst the VIP evening guests and Thought

Leaders. Throughout both Think Tank Sessions, meeting software and graphical facilitation are used to

complement the results, fuel the debate and enhance the intensity and quality of the discussion.The Think Tank

will use a scenario development approach to frame the issues and debates.

Stage 3 Analysis: A White Paper, featuring commentary, analysis, interviews and illustrations, will be circulated

to the wider Asset Management industry.

Figure1: The three stages of the Thought Leadership Summit
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PREPARATION
Knowledge Creation

3 Months
Desk research

Frame the debate
Identify key question

Produce a aThought Starter
Select the Thought Leaders

DIALOGUE
Interactive Discussion

1 Day
Thought Session
Alanysis Session
VIP Reseption

Dinner
Review

ANALYSIS
Knowledge Dissemination

3 Months
Alanysis results

Write White Paper
Publishing

Disseminate Information



Scenario Planning 

The asset management is at a crossroads – and the way forward is open to intense debate. Some market

participants believe the industry will remain stable, profitable, and comparatively immune to the forces of

change. In contrast, other industry leaders believe that the industry is undergoing fundamental and irrevocable

change, that the very foundations are being threatened and that the framework of the industry will look

radically different in just a few years.

This inaugural Thought Leadership Summit will build upon classic scenario development techniques, to develop

credible – and challenging – visions of the future of the Asset Management industry. These scenarios are not

predictions or forecasts of the industry, but instead should provide a framework of possible futures. Key

industry drivers and the factors which frame the future have been developed in a series of Strategic

Conversations in Paris, London and Zurich. During the Think Tank the Thought Leaders will build upon these

hypothetical frameworks, and develop the conceptual framework and ultimately the story behind the

scenarios. The scenarios will then be further structured and debated into a form to generate insight and ideas

about the implicit and explicit strategic risks facing the sector.

Table1: Scenario Planning Process
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Developing the Hypothesis

Objective:

Develop general views of possible 

futures in Asset Management

Format:

Strategic Dialogues

Result:

Scenario Framework  

• Axis of Uncertainty

• Summary Scenarios

Conceptualizing the Scenarios

Objective:

Develop the stories behind each scenario

Format:

Thought Leadership Summit,

Closed Session 

Result:

Scenario Build Outs

• Key Characteristics

• Images / Stories

Exploring the Implications

Objective:

Understand the impact of the scenarios

Format:

Thought Leadership Summit, Open Session

Analysis and Publication of Results

Result:

Scenario Implications

• Stakeholder Views



What is Asset
Management? ... In the
Eye of the Beholder
Developing powerful scenarios requires agreement around industry definition,

yet asset management means different things to different people, and as the

industry transforms, it means ever more things to an ever larger group of people.

25
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What is Asset Management? ... In the Eye of the Beholder

Developing powerful scenarios requires agreement around industry definition, yet asset management means

different things to different people, and as the industry transforms, it means ever more things to an ever larger

group of people. So one of the most perplexing issues that arose during the course of interviews and research

to prepare for the Thought Leadership Summit was the deceptively simple question of “What is asset

management?” Answers shifted dramatically based upon the role, the sector and the respondent’s length of

time in the industry.

Nonetheless, there were several core themes that arose in the Thought

Leadership Summit, ranging from a broadly client-focused definition – “the

services of providing peace of mind to clients,” to the service-focused

definition “asset management is a poor description; we should call our

industry ‘wealth management,’” to the financially-focused “asset

management is literally, and solely, the business of managing financial assets.”

Definitions also varied depending on the audience – as part of the workshops,

Thought Leaders were challenged to reflect on how their definitions would

differ if provided to one’s “mother in law” or to a “top executive in a non-

related industry,” as outlined in the table below. The contrasts in definitions between that provided for a

mythical “mother-in-law” highlighted one of the key challenges for the asset

management industry today, especially as the importance of the retail client

base rises. Explaining the core value of asset management to an

unsophisticated investor requires being clear without oversimplifying.

In contrast, the definition selected by the Thought Leaders for the more

sophisticated investor, a Chief Executive of a non-financial firm for example,

was much richer, and captured a key issue – risk: “Asset management is the

management of financial assets through the life cycle of individuals and

institutions with targets in terms of return and risk.”



Table 2: Definitions 

Imagining the Future – Convergence or Chaos?

To borrow a concept from famed Greek orator Demosthenes, the art of statesmanship is to foresee the

inevitable and expedite it. So what is the inevitable? That the world of asset management will be transformed

as technology and globalization, and the attendant acceleration of information and capital flows, perpetually

recast the existing financial order. The asset management industry is at a crossroads – and the way forward is

open to intense debate. The challenge for players in the asset management space is to recognize and capitalize

on industry shifts.

Some Thought Leaders believed the industry would remain stable, profitable, and comparatively immune to the

forces of change. In contrast, other industry leaders believed that the industry was undergoing fundamental

and irrevocable change, that the very foundations were being threatened and that the framework of the

industry will look radically different in just a few years.

The Thought Leadership Summit (TLS) gave Thought Leaders an opportunity to challenge current trends and

thinking within the asset management industry. It was a platform for key players to come together across

sectors, countries and backgrounds, and enter into a strategic dialogue about critical issues facing the industry,

today and in the future.
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“Mother-in-Law Definition”

Putting your money to work

Invest people’s savings

Improving your future wealth

Managing your money in line with your needs

“Senior Executive Definition”

Wise investments with greater probability of return 
within agreed risk parameters

Asset management is the management of financial assets through the life cycle 
of individuals and institutions with targets in terms of return and risk

Investing your money wisely, increasing the rewards in the time frame 
you require them

Creation of more value by investing in, for example, equities, based on a decision-
making process in a way that is adjusted to a given risk

Source: Thought Leadership Summit



The work done at the Thought Leadership Summit strategic

dialogues between November 2005 and January 2006 provided a

time frame (2013) and framework for the scenario development.

Seven years was considered a strong horizon to work from, one in

which regulatory shifts could occur and the need to balance long

term products (pensions, aging) with the short term pressure of the

industry would become apparent. By then the group expected

Europe to become relatively more important globally in the world of

asset management. This time frame was chosen because any sooner was vulnerable to being just a projection

of today’s environment, while anything further in the future would be too removed from reality to be

applicable, and risk trending into mere speculative futurism.

One of the tools used by the Thought Leaders was the scenario development technique, to develop credible –

and challenging – visions of the future of the asset management industry. The scenarios were not meant to be

predictions, projections, or preferences. The approach frees participants’ imagination, exposes implicit

assumptions, and allows for contrarian thinking. Scenario planning allowed Thought Leaders first, to gain a

better, wider view of how the future may unfold, and in the process understand the options, and second, to

recognize signs of change to adapt more quickly.

The process had three main steps: preparation, dialogue, and analysis, as shown in Table 3. The first stage was

preparation, which involved interviewing Thought Leaders across the industry, commissioning exclusive,

unpublished research, and holding “Strategic Dialogues” with Thought Leaders in the industry, in order to

identify the most important questions facing the industry today. Key industry drivers and the factors that

framed the future were developed in these Strategic Dialogues held in Paris, London and Zurich. Thought

Leaders built upon key hypotheses and developed the conceptual framework. During this period we also

established the knowledge network, a unique group of Thought Leaders nominated by the industry, for the

industry.

The second stage brought together Thought Leaders from all sectors of the industry. Throughout the TLS Think

Tank Sessions, meeting software and graphical facilitation were used to complement the results, fuel the debate
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and enhance the discussion. The Think Tank used a scenario development approach to frame the issues and

debates. The stories were developed during the Thought Leadership Summit itself on January 17, 2006 in Zurich.

During the TLS, the Thought Leaders were divided into work groups, each charged with imagining the state and

impact of changes on the asset management industry in 2013, within one of four potential scenarios. The

Scenario exercise had two dimensions – developing a fact base on a macro and micro level, and then

converting those facts and characteristics into stories, which would effectively build up these alternative

futures. To complete the exercise, Thought Leaders developed a model and structure to explore the different

implications for asset management with their scenario. Next, they were asked to create a series of stories

within the context of a mockup version of a business magazine dateline 2013, suggesting how that scenario

would play out across the asset management industry. This document brings this process together with

commentary, analysis, interviews and illustrations.

Table 3: The TLS Scenario Process
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Source: Thought Leadership Summit

Developing the Hypothesis

Preparation

Objective: Develop general views of
possible futures in Asset Management

Format: Strategic Dialogues

Result: Scenario Framework

Conceptualizing the Scenarios

Dialogue

Objective: Develop the stories 
behind each scenario

Format: Thought Leadership Summit;
Closed Session

Result: Scenario Build Outs

Exploring the Implications

Analysis

Objective: Understand the impact 
of the scenarios

Format: Thought Leadership Summit;
Open Session

Analysis and publication of results

Result: Scenario Implications
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Expert Perspectives 
on Today’s Challenges
As part of the background preparation, several Thought Leaders were interviewed.

We provide hereafter selected excerpts from meetings with: Martin Vogel,

Managing Director, Julius Baer Holding AG. / Alain Dubois, Chairman, Lyxor

Asset Management / Dr. Walter Meier, Chairman & CEO, mPerical Group /

Thomas Huber, Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers / Xavier Azalbert, Chairman,Valgo



Martin Vogel,
Managing Director, Julius Baer Holding AG

As managing director of

Julius Baer Holding Ltd.,

Chairman and/or Board

Member of various Julius

Baer legal entities and Julius

Baer Investment Companies, and head of product

management for Private Labeling & Global Custody,

Vogel is primarily responsible for defining, setting up

and managing all investment products within the

Julius Baer Group. He studied law at the University

of Zurich and in the United States and passed the

Canton of Zurich bar exam in 1989. Prior to joining

Julius Baer, he worked for 7 years as an international

business lawyer in Zurich.

Bank Julius Baer deals with some of the world’s highest

net worth individuals. How much of a role does

marketing to them play now compared to in the past?

You have to differentiate a little bit. On the one side

we have private clients, on the other side

institutional clients. We also sell funds business-to-

business-to-consumer to the large part of European

retail investors. Every clientele has different needs,

but generally speaking, there’s a shift toward more

absolute-return performance, rather than to

benchmark performance, and that’s also reflected in

the products, the way you do asset allocation and

the way you use a core-satellite strategy. At the end

of the day, the client does not really care so much

whether it’s better or less than the benchmark, they

want a certain “guaranteed” performance above zero

over time.

There’s an extent to which the European market is

highly segmented and there are many islands in the

asset-management industry. Does this push you more

toward the larger American market and the more

rapidly growing Asian market?

Europe has two difficult parameters: It’s “overbanked”

and it’s a costly environment, because every single

country has its own criteria and regulations. But we

still think there are quite good growth potentials in

places such as Germany, Italy and Spain – they are

opening up more and more for third-party products.

With the right products and right performance you

still have the possibility for great potential.

But over the last five years, the wealth in Europe was

not necessarily increasing. We saw much higher
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growth in other parts of the world, and if you want to

compete, you go to the places where you think you

can grow. Right now, that’s Asia and Dubai. But it’s not

that people don’t go into Europe, because it’s not an

either/or situation. I think people will continue doing

business in Europe and at the same time try to

become strong in the world’s growing markets.

Within the field of asset management, which elements

have surprised you the most?

The industry has talked forever about the high prices

of the products and of asset management in

general, saying “It’s too expensive, they must go

down,” whether they were talking about the total

fees of the products or the subscription fees or

whatever else. So I thought advice would become

cheaper. But the facts are that things actually have

gone the other way, becoming more expensive.

Another thing that is striking, at least in the retail

business, is that the end client does not really hold

the power. The distribution partner still takes the

product that gives it the best retro-cessions, not

necessarily those that perform best. So I think the

power in the value chain is actually with the

distributor and this is something that I hope will

change, eventually. The investors must be educated

in such a way that they can tell their bank, “That’s

not good advice; this fund is too expensive, it’s not

the investment area I want.”

It would seem your clients would be precisely the type

to take that more proactive sort of role, given the

access to more information.

Generally speaking people do know more about

investment today – there’s much more about it in

the newspapers and other media. But on the other

hand, information overflow is a major problem.

Consider Switzerland. We’ve got maybe 500 Swiss

equity funds and only 50 stocks on the SPI, so the

average investor is generally not in a position to

choose which fund product, ETF or investment

product is the best. He depends on advice from his

bank in that area.

The more complex the products become, the more

difficult it becomes to know what you should buy. In

that way, information is always two-sided. Of course

you want more information, but if you have too

much information you can also get lost.We are in an

area where there is so much information available

that people don’t know where to focus.
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Alain Dubois,
Chairman, Lyxor Asset Management

Chairman of the Board of

Lyxor AM since 2003, Dubois

was previously a member of

the company’s Managing

Board and head of business

development. He has held positions at Lazard Frères

et Cie as Director of Structured Finance, at

Commerzbank as a Senior Structurer and within the

French Finance Ministry. He is a graduate of the

Ecole Nationale d'Administration and Ecole

Polytechnique, and also holds a law degree.

You have stressed that people were not focused

enough on alternative assets and alternative funds.

How do you think these products will develop in the

next few years?

They are already extremely important and here to

stay. At Lyxor Asset Management, we are lucky

enough to be in three businesses that are growing

very much and very differently from classical asset

management: index funds, alternative investment

and structured asset management. We think all three

will develop strongly in coming years, as institutions

start investing more and more in this type of product.

Each of these businesses is driven by some deep force.

Index management is driven by all these theories

developed by William Sharpe and Harry Markowitz,

and by the notion of cores and satellites. Structured

asset management is very much linked to the

discoveries about derivatives made by Robert Merton

and Myron Scholes, who won the Nobel Prize for their

work, and it is creating a new type of passive asset

management. And alternative investment is also here

to stay because they put new tools at our disposal,

like shorting shares. And once you have these new

tools, there’s no reason you wouldn’t use them.

In Europe there tends to be a few major players in each

cultural-linguistic area, but few that are active

continent-wide. It seems many people here are looking

more toward Asia and the United States. How much

does such geography play a role in Lyxor’s activities?

We are very active in Asia. Last year, Lyxor was

nominated “Asset Management Company of the

Year” by Risk Asia, one of the major of such awards.

We’re also highly present in the United States

through our structured products.
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In general, our perspective is driven more by our

specific products than by some geographic notion.

One of our characteristics is that we are very strong

in structuring products that can be adapted to

different distribution networks or types of investors.

We are creating and managing funds in France,

Germany and Italy, but also offshore in Jersey and

the Cayman islands.

We’re exporting a lot of funds using UCITS

directives, yet because Europe is still very fragmented,

we’re often also creating country-specific structures.

Our angle is generally to provide some specific

product solutions and then adapt them to the

structure required by the investment base.



Dr. Walter Meier,
Chairman & CEO, mPerical Group

The founder and CEO of

BT&T and mPerical Asset

Management Group – a

company specializing in

quantitative investment

management – Meier specializes in strategic

Management and corporate finance. His background

includes management consulting, heading a

technical consumer goods division, head of project

management restructuring of an international

engineering company, founding an investment

management company in private equity financing

for growth companies, and creation and placement

of a credit financing vehicle for eight Swiss cities. He

studied economics and business administration at

the University of St. Gallen (HSG) and obtained a

PhD in Strategic Management.

Could you explain the analogy you have drawn

between the fields of biotech and asset management?

As always in the evolution of certain industries, you

find that some are in advance compared to others,

and to me the pharma/biotech development gives

us a model for what will happen with the finance

industry. Today, you have large pharma companies

with very strong worldwide distribution networks as

their main strategic asset, faced with the problem

that they lack enough products to fill those

networks. So to create a strong product pipeline,

they have to buy products that fill out their range

and they’re always looking for biotech companies

creating potential pipeline products and then they

try to acquire them, cooperate with them or license

individual products.

The same will happen to the financial industry. Large

institutions like UBS and Citibank will look for

financial boutiques specialized in creating alpha

products and work with them to license these

products. Today, when we talk about such “open

architecture,” it’s not so strongly developed. It might

be 10% or 15% of the market now, but at mPerical

we assume that there will be an evolution toward

60% over the next 7 years.That evolution is certain,

but the how much and in what sequence we cannot

accurately predict.
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What’s your opinion on the increase of quarterly

reporting?

It’s a conflicted situation. On the one hand, quarterly

reporting lets us have a more transparent view of

companies. On the other hand, it makes our view

very short-sighted. When we look into the past and

analyze the situation, we see that before 2000,

quarterly reporting involved only 20% of all

companies. Today, that number is much higher.

In the past, we based decisions more on strategic

analysis and strategic decisions. And today we base

them more on quarterly results. The new economy

bubble’s collapse was a turning point for the

credibility of analysts. People said it was like the tulip

mania in the past, but if we look at the role the

Internet has taken in our lives, it was a big and real

revolution. Yet just as with any new technology, it

created new business opportunities, and in order to

make fast money the financial industry lost its

sound footing by supporting business models that

were not well-founded or even well-researched.

People lost a lot of money because they believed

those analysts had done their work seriously. And I

think if you can’t win the game with the rules you

assumed, you have to change the rules. So the

reality today is that quarterly reporting has replaced

those analysts in importance. mPerical did a detailed

study of estimates of analysts and their precision in

prediction, and it was quite disappointing, so the old

way was not better.
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Thomas Huber,
Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Using expertise acquired

from 16 years of audit and

consulting experience in the

financial services business,

Huber leads the Investment

Management and Real Estate (IMRE) industry sector

in Switzerland and serves a portfolio of clients in his

function as responsible audit partner. Within PWC,

the IMRE sector is focused on asset management

and embraces sub-sectors including Alternative

Business (Private Equity, Hedge Funds), traditional

mutual funds business, Real Estate and Investment

Performance Measurement Services. Furthermore,

Thomas is a member of the European Investment

Management Real Estate Leadership of

PricewaterhouseCoopers as well as a member of the

wider Global Investment Management Real Estate

leadership team. He graduated from the Zurich

School of Economics and is a Swiss certified public

accountant.

How do you see your various clients approaching the

markets in Europe, Asia and America?

That’s quite an interesting topic. It’s really becoming

more and more fragmented. What we have seen is

that the big corporations like UBS and the insurance

companies really want to go worldwide, while the

boutiques and niche players often make strategic

decisions to focus only on one market, like the

German-speaking countries, and even within those

countries only on certain types of institutions. Yet

due to the capacity and the professionalism those

boutiques provide, they nevertheless attract

investors from beyond those markets, because

they’re really on top of what they’re doing and that

attracts other people.

You see the coming of discount retailer Aldi into

Switzerland as a potential analogy of how finance

could develop. Can you expand upon that?

Access to the client will be the important driver in

this industry and asset gathering will be a key factor

here. So the type of companies that will have the

ability to attract the boutiques and the funds of

funds, and then sell them on to a big client base will

become the major players in the market.
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What surprises you most in terms of how the industry

has evolved?

I’m surprised that banks still dominate the field so

much, as retailers in Switzerland. I think companies

like Microsoft and Google have proven the necessary

expertise in connecting to markets and clients to

enter this space. Yet none of them has done so. To

some extent, the mature industries and insurance

players were able to block their entry into the field,

but I think the big obstacle comes down to the

financial education of the public, because it’s still an

area where retail investors rely heavily on the

expertise of their bankers or their insurers. Maybe

they don’t even understand in detail the businesses

in which they’re investing, but it was their parent’s

bank or their grandparent’s bank so they trust the

advice.

The future will be fragmented in terms of investor

approaches. Some segment of people will take the

time to become educated, but you also have to

consider the time required to make oneself

knowledgeable about an industry. There is a huge

pocket of investors who will continue to just rely on

the companies with whom they have another

financial relationship.

For those who do educate themselves, is investing

more or less complex than people make it out to be?

It’s by far more complex. Asset management is

based upon so many factors:You have to understand

the broader economic picture, the market players,

the value chains within the various industries. I think

destiny plays a huge role here.You have to be really

fascinated by financial markets to do this well –

without that passion, no private individual can really

compete against the professionals.



Xavier Azalbert
Chairman, Valgo

With over 20 years experience

in finance, investment,

technology and

entrepreneurship, Azalbert is

now president of Valgo

(founded in 2004). Previously Xavier was a founder of

enba, a financial service incubator where he started

first-e, the first internet bank in Europe. Prior to being

an entrepreneur, Xavier was European Marketing

Director at Fidelity Brokerage and worked with

McKinsey & Co. for seven years, specializing in

financial services and telecommunications issues.

Xavier sits on the board of Xelector plc,

Moneybookers ltd,Valgo and Megu Capital. He holds

a PhD in econometrics, an MSc in economics and

finance and a BSc in mathematics from MIT and the

University of Toulouse, France.

To start with, what does your new venture, Valgo, do

exactly?

Basically, we’re the first European fund specialized in

land remediation. We purchase polluted properties

and have the relevant skills to demolish what needs

to be demolished, de-pollute what needs de-

pollution and then develop the properties as

rehabilitated land. It could involve any form of

what’s called “Class 4 non-nuclear pollution,” such

as a disused petrol station in a city center or an old

mill with several brownfields. Due to delocalization

of industry and factories being closed down, there

are about 300,000 such properties just in France,

400,000 in Germany, about a million in Europe

total. And by law, these sites need to be returned to

their original usage status. And that’s where we start

buying. Looking at current demographic trends,

there’s a growth in populations that needs urban

housing. With oil prices rising, we will have a

rejuvenation of city centers. So there’s a real and

urgent need to reclaim those lands.

Valgo is very much an engineering and science-

driven socially responsible approach. Our mission

statement is that we don’t inherit land from our

parents, we borrow it from our children. But this is

also a real business opportunity: Because we’re

dealing with land whose value has been undercut by

pollution, we buy at a discounted price and there’s a

massive margin potential.
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This sounds more like a real estate venture than a fund.

You’re not just playing various markets and offsetting risks.

It’s much more like a private equity fund with a

strong stance in real estate. The difference between

us and real-estate developers is that we take a mid-

term to long-term view.Valgo is a service-based the

organization doing deep de-pollution and

demolition work. But the natural base of

organization is not to own land, so we decided to set

up a fund and accelerate the process – raising the

fund allows us to “industrialize” what we do.

You were previously active in projects that attempted

a “democratization” of finance. What lessons have you

drawn from that period?

We were trying to take a lot of friction costs out of the

equation and let corporations pass better value along

to customers. It always struck me when I was dealing

with the financial-services industry, that the consumer

was the least of their concerns.That was epitomized by

one of my neighbors in the afternoon session today

who said,“An educated customer is not what we want,

because we can’t take advantage of them.” I think

financial services should be more of a commodity.

People were struck by your comment this morning that

this is an industry that moves at a snail’s pace. How

does that manifest itself?

Through the absence of evolution in the industry,

and the slow pace that technology develops within

it. If you look at our visions in 1991 compared to

what the customer gets today, there’s not much

change, apart from the Internet allowing them to

view their assets faster. It’s not much more

transactional, there are still a lot of friction costs.

Some firms are charging customers to do Internet

transactions, which they consider a “premium

service,” when in fact it is saving those firms money.

People are still talking about the same issues as ten

years ago, which means the massive opportunities

are still there. It’s ripe for new entrants, but

legislation and capital requirements are two very

large barriers. The industry tries very much to

protect itself from evolution. However, some large

organizations like Microsoft or Google have the

brand name, the financial means and the dynamism

to take on the financial-services industry. But even

for a company like Microsoft there are huge barriers

to entry; they would face major regulatory hurdles

because of their shareholder structure and current

regulatory frameworks.
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Asset Management
Industry in Europe – 
Brief Overview
In preparation for the TLS work, a report was commissioned by Reed MIDEM and

prepared by Evalueserve in order to provide an industry overview and survey of

key trends in the asset management industry in Europe. Its results were

presented to Thought Leaders to provide a common basis for discussion.

Following is an overview of some of the trends and industry data considered by

Thought Leaders.

Section II
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
Below are some key facts about the industry as well as an overview of governance issues and recent initiatives

in the European space.

Market Size and Growth

The market for investment funds in Europe has been growing steadily, with the exception of a slowdown in

2002 due to bearish markets in Europe. Overall, investment funds grew at a CAGR of about 10% between

1998-2004.The growth was almost equally contributed to by an increase in the UCITS and Non-UCITS market.

Figure 2: Investment Funds by Country, September 2005
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Figure 3: Net Investment Funds in Europe (1998-2005)

Assets by Investor Type 

The total assets invested in funds by different types of institutional investors in various countries in Europe, the

United States, and Japan is are shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Assets of Institutional Investors by Investor Type ($US billion) – 2004
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As is evident from the figure, pension fund dominated in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, while

insurance dominated in Japan. However, the overall situation in Europe was more or less balanced among these

three investor types.

The proportion of assets held by insurance funds, pension funds and investment companies held in the above

five countries remained relatively unchanged in the period 2000-04.

Asset Allocation

Figure 5: Asset Allocation of Investment Funds in Europe (September 2005)

From the above figure it is evident that the investor interests in different European countries are widely

different. While equity was more preferred in the United Kingdom, the German market was dominated by a

different kind of instrument, called Spezialfonds (which were of institutional nature). Cash and money market

instruments were popular among French investors.
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Retail Asset Allocation of Mutual funds

According to Morgan Stanley estimates, the allocation of retail assets in mutual funds in 2003 was as given in

Figure 6 below:

Figure 6: Retail Asset Allocation of Mutual Funds (2003)

European fund managers (with the exception of the United Kingdom) were therefore more skeptical about

investing in equity as compared to the United States and Japan. This corresponded to the overall trend of

reduced inflows into equity funds (see Figure 7). In Italy, the allocations to equity dropped from 39% (in 2000)

to 22% (in the beginning of 2004) while in Sweden the equity allocation remained high. Hence the movements

in allocation in Europe could be attributed to a combination of local market trends rather than a pan-European

trend.

Regulation and Governance 

Several independent bodies within the EU that are responsible either directly or indirectly for framing the

policies and passing legislation related to asset management. Some of the recent changes in the regulation and

governance structure related to the European asset management industry are discussed below:
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Lamfalussy Committee   To help consolidate the regulatory process that governed the European securities

market, the EU set up a “Committee of Wise Men,” chaired by Baron Alexandre Lamfalussy to assess the

conditions for the implementation of regulations in European securities markets; evaluate how the regulatory

mechanism can be made responsive to changes in the markets; and, help eliminate barriers in order to propose

scenarios for building greater convergence in the regulatory system. In its final report released in January 2001

the committee outlined the shortcomings of the legislative system and proposed a four-level approach to solve

the same.They also proposed the formation of two independent bodies, the Committee of European Securities

Regulators (CESR) and the European Securities Committee (ESC).

Committee of European Securities Regulators (CESR)   The CESR had one representative from the national

public authority of each member state of the EU. It was set up as an independent advisory body to improve

co-ordination among securities regulators; act as an advisory group to assist the EU Commission particularly

for the preparation of the draft for implementing the EU framework directives in the field of securities; and,

ensure consistency and timeliness in the everyday implementation of community legislation in each member

state.

European Securities Commission (ESC)  The Lamfalussy committee also suggested the formation of a

common regulatory body within the European Commission. It consisted of one representative from every state

within the EU and was chaired by the European Commission. While both the CESR and ESC were to be

consulted as legislative proposals were drafted, the ESC received precedence while implementing the draft

measures, and acted as a regulator 

Economic and Financial Committee (EFC)  This was a committee within the European Commission and

reported to the European Commission Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs. Its main function

was to provide analysis on the developments in the financial markets and provide support to various

committees and the Director General as a member of the Financial Services Policy group.

Financial Services Committee (FSC) The FSC was a committee of senior financial ministry officials from the

member states and works within the European Commission. Its primary aim was to create a monitor for the

integration of financial services in Europe.
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The Giovanni Group The Giovanni Group was a committee within the European Commission setup to help

establish the mandate for cross-border clearing and settlement. The recommendations of this group could

prove pivotal to the cross-border trading of funds.

European Funds and Asset Management Association (EFAMA) EFAMA is the representative association for

the European investment management industry. In 2005 the former Féderation Européenne des Fonds et Sociétés

d’Investissement (FEFSI) changed its name into EFAMA. In 2005 EFAMA covered 23 national associations from

19 EU-member states as well as from Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey. The represented volume

of assets under management is more than 13 trillion Euros. EFAMA provides the regulators and the public,

with coherent industry figures and to ensure equal opportunity for everyone in the investment markets.

KEY TRENDS

Consolidation

There had been a rising awareness, among fund managers, industry experts, and regulators, about the

importance of greater integration of asset management operations across Europe. Different regulatory

requirements and tax structures in each European country have led to higher costs for fund managers as they

maintained infrastructure at different locations. This cost investors in Europe 2 to 6 billion Euro.

While the top five players in the pan-European space held only 17% of the market, in individual countries, that

percentage exceeded 70%, with the average market share of the top five players coming in around 72.5%.

Partly as a result, fund sizes were smaller in Europe relative to the overall economy (see Table 4) and relative

to those in the United States in particular. This sub-optimal fund size depressed economies of scale, considered

to be a pre-requisite for global competition.
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Table 4: Comparison of Mutual Funds in the European Union and the United States

The major barriers to the consolidation of Europe’s asset management industry could be attributed to

regulation and infrastructure. Regulatory barriers included tax discrimination between domestic and foreign

funds in some member states; a lack of tax harmonization between different national systems; various local

interpretations of EU legislation that lead to differential and occasionally unpredictable enforcement of

common regulations; no legislation governing domestic fund managers in some countries and absence of

regulations in UCITS III directive (Undertakings for the Collective Investment of Transferable Securities) on

cross-border fund mergers; and, the lack of a simplified registration process for cross-border funds.

Infrastructure challenges included the fragmentation of the European depository market and non-acceptance

of foreign non-domestic depositories; the fragmentation of the fund administration system that required funds

to have separate custodians and transfer agents, the absence of a common international clearing and

settlement infrastructure, which resulted in systems complying with different standards in different member

states; and, prohibitions around the use of pooling techniques as well as master feeder structures.

A collaborative movement for change by the EU Commission, the EU Parliament, the European Court of Justice,

the Member States as well as industry players could help bring about a strong pan-European asset

management industry, a benefit to management companies, investors and indeed the entire region. Larger

asset managers with operations in several countries would notice immediate gains. Smaller companies would

have to strive to integrate their offerings through alliances or mergers. Finally, enabling investors to invest in

the same type of funds, with no need for duplication across countries, would cut total fees (especially retail

investors because they paid higher margins compared to other investor types).
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Active versus Passive Management 1

Approximately 40% of fund managers in Europe managed their assets passively. About 53% of them used

active methods, in which they adjusted the weight to various investments strategically and did not follow any

particular market index for determining the same.

According to a survey carried out by JP Morgan Fleming in 2004, one in four fund managers had adopted an

overlay strategy whereby they used futures or other derivatives to create asset exposure distinct from the

underlying assets in the portfolio. Historically, institutional investors had correlated their equity investment

with a particular market index. The returns from the portfolio had either been tracked passively against the

index or the active positions in a portfolio or been controlled strictly within a pre-decided margin of benchmark

weightings, known as constrained active management.

However, as market returns stagnated, institutional investors adopted a more unconstrained approach to

maximizing returns. Institutional investors were becoming more interested in using asset allocation tactically

to take advantage of short-term valuation opportunities. Also, there was a growing tendency to separate alpha

generation from risk exposure in the portfolio. Further, in most markets, institutions were using constrained

active management for about two-thirds of their equity exposure, with the remainder mostly held in passively

managed strategies. Italy was one exception, with equity management evenly divided between passive,

constrained and unconstrained mandates. Institutions surveyed by JP Morgan Fleming generally intended to

reduce their use of constrained active management and increase their use of unconstrained active

management. This intention was strongest in the Netherlands. Some markets, such as Italy and Germany, were

also keen to increase their use of passive management.

Overall the trend was towards a reduction in the amount of constrained active management to move towards

a strategy in which the two extreme methods of fund management, i.e. passive and unconstrained active, were

used for different markets and asset classes. Industry analysts described this as a ‘barbell’-like structure. The

predominant trend for portfolios was therefore to have a beta-core of passive-index tracking funds, with an

active unconstrained alpha that is used to endure steady returns. This kind of structure was commonly referred
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to as ‘core-beta, alpha satellite.’ Passive mandates were usually used in markets and asset classes that were

considered highly efficient, such as U.S. large-cap equity and Europe large-cap equity, where the potential

value-added through active investments was low.

Internal versus External Management of Funds 2

Institutional investors were following a trend towards external management of funds.This excluded any special

arm set up by pension/insurance companies in order to manage their funds, which had been considered to be

internal for the purpose of our analysis. The trends differed according to investor type, country, firm size,

investment vehicles and asset classes. For example, pension funds were estimated to have the largest

proportion of funds managed by external fund managers, almost five times as much as insurance companies.

However, since insurance companies carried a much larger proportion of the total funds available for

management, they represented a much larger client segment for external fund managers.

Growth in the level of assets being managed externally was more likely to come from insurance funds as

compared to pension funds, primarily because a majority of pension funds already had external managers.

Smaller institutional investors tended to rely more on external managers than on larger firms. Overall, the

larger a firm was, the lower its proportion of assets managed externally. However, even the small proportion

of assets owned by large institutions, which were available to be managed externally, comprised a significant

opportunity for external managers. Most institutions that used external managers did so for segregated

mandates. Pooled or commingled funds were less popular in comparison.

Among the various asset classes delegated to external managers by institutional investors, the most common

(in order of popularity) were expected to be Pan-European Equity, Euro Governments Fixed Income, Cash, Euro

Investment Grade Corporates Fixed Income, Domestic Equity, Euro Equity and US Equity. Again, patterns varied

by countries.While external managers in France were often used to manage cash, the same practice is very rare

in Germany.
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Performance, more than risk control as had historically been the case, drove the selection of external managers.

Other important criteria included the clarity of investment process, an understanding of the institutions’ needs

and the stability of the investment team. These criteria were interdependent and most institutions use all five

along with a few of their own depending on country and company size.

The growing number of multi-manager funds was another important aspect of the relationship between

institutional investors and external fund managers. The average number of managers for both segregated

mandates as well as pooled funds was estimated to be around three to five. This growth was attributed to the

increasing need of investors with respect to diversification, best of breed funds and an outsourced solution. In

2004, multi-managers in Europe had $40 billion in assets, and according to estimates, the French, German,

Italian and Spanish multi-manager industries were expected to grow by more than 20% annually till 2007.3

Beyond anything else, external managers had to perform within a given budget for risk. While insurance

companies tended to place a greater emphasis on performance relative to a specified benchmark, pension

funds focused on the managers’ ability to add value in line with the investment process.

The average length of a relationship between institutional investors and external managers in Europe was

around five years, with insurance companies maintaining more long-term relationships than pension funds.

Large institutions were most likely to end relationships with external managers, most often on grounds of non-

performance. On a country-wise basis clients in Benelux were more likely to maintain long-term relationships

than did their peers in other European countries.

Alternative Assets

Over the past three years, investments in equity funds in Europe decreased. This ran contrary to the trend in

the United States where the net inflows into equity funds contributed by retail investors was at the same level

as five years prior. Figure X below shows the evolution of net inflow into equity mutual funds from 1999 to

2005 (H1) in the United States and Europe.4
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Figure 7: Net Inflows in Equity Mutual Funds

According to the European Institutional Asset Management Survey 2005, the investments in traditional equity

products made by institutions had declined from 25% of total assets in 2003 to 20% of total assets in 2005.

This decline was matched by an increase in the alternative assets from 8% in 2003 to 12% in 2005.5

Across the continent, asset managers were relying on Alternative Asset classes, such as hedge funds and other

innovations, to maximize portfolio performance.The proportion of assets allocated to alternative assets ranged

from 10% in Benelux to 13% in Italy and Germany. The overall allocation to hedge funds and Fund of Funds

were only about 1% and 1.5% respectively. Among hedge funds, most popular in France, multi-strategy hedge

funds were the most frequently used. In general, the trend has been to move from long-term asset allocation

policies to active management, with multi-year rebalancing. Investors were also asking fund managers to look

at new methods for diversification and capital preservation, mainly by using several alternative investments.

The market for hedge funds in Europe is still small, with the total assets under management in the United

Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy and Spain amounting to 89.7 billion Euro in 2004. This was expected to grow

at a rate of 17.7% per annum till 2009, and cross the 200 billion Euro mark.6  At present, the United Kingdom
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had about two-thirds of the total hedge fund assets under management in Europe, of which most were in

offshore funds managed by managers based in London.

In Continental Europe, there were about 150 billion Euro invested in hedge funds in the beginning of 2004,

double 2003 levels. Key growth markets for hedge funds include Germany, where even a shift of 5% of overall

investments to hedge funds could result in a 50 billion Euro hedge fund industry. France was a relatively mature

hedge fund market, dominated by large institutional players, as compared to the boutique firms, which

dominated the hedge funds in the United States and the United Kingdom.There were around 82 funds in Paris

that managed assets worth 11.5 billion Euro.7

According to Morgan Stanley analysts, there was low consistency in the alpha offered by any single hedge fund,

suggesting that a portfolio of 15 to 20 hedge funds yielded better performance. In fact, at the time of writing,

hedge fund of funds were considered by many industry observers to be the best investment mechanism and

were considered almost similar to bond investing, with respect to the cost and required risk management

expertise.8

The major growth in alternative assets was brought about by seven different products, which included

structured products, options/futures, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), Asset-Backed Securities (ABS), Socially

Responsible Investments (SRIs), Certificates, and Warrants.

According to industry data and surveys, almost one-third of all institutional investors had invested in structured

products with Index-based products, the most widely used products that were especially popular among very

large institutions. Performance was the primary reason for the popularity of structured products, followed by

diversification and guarantee on capital.

ETFs were expected to record the fastest growth among the products listed above and were alledgedly already

used by a quarter of all institutional investors in 2005. In contrast to structured products, ETFs were relatively

cheap and liquid, accounting for part of their popularity. However, it was clear that each product served
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selected investor needs and that no single reason could explain their growth and relative successes. For

example, about one-third of investors who bought structured products also bought ETFs. This was indicative of

a portfolio strategy where performance was the major criterion but not the only one.

Convergence versus Divergence of Distribution and Manufacturing

A central debate in the sector was around the convergence or divergence of manufacturing and distributing –

would manufacturers distribute funds themselves or would independent distributors continue to dominate the

market? While some manufacturers were looking to focus on their core competency and pay less emphasis on

distributing funds themselves, large fund managers still maintained their own distribution agents and wrestled

with the different distribution channels present across different countries. While in the United Kingdom,

Independent Financial Advisors (IFAs) held a dominant portion in the market, in Germany fund distribution

occurred mainly through the small savings banks (Sparkasse). In Switzerland, private banks and independent

fund managers were the preferred channels. According to the FERI 2003 European Fund Market Yearbook, the

distribution channels for mutual funds in different countries were as given in Figure 8.

Figure 8: European Mutual Fund Distribution in 2002
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According to a survey of fund distributors conducted by the Financial Research Corporation (FRC) in 2005, the

distribution channels in Europe ranked by level of popularity are as below:

Table 5: Exhibit Popular Distribution Channels for Asset Management Products in Europe

In developed markets such as the United States and the United Kingdom, there was a growing acceptance of

the “open architecture” concept, where a fund distributor undertook the distribution of funds from several

manufacturers. Most large manufacturers believed that the sale of third party products would compensate for

declining sales of in-house funds. Figure 9 below shows a break-up of third-party fund assets distributed by

various channels across Europe in 2003.
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Figure 9: Distribution Channels for Third-Party Funds in Europe (2003)

Many observers believed that open architecture was the future of funds distribution, and all large players, be

they manufacturers or distributors, would benefit from the trend. Others saw open architecture growing slowly

in continental Europe and providing boutiques access to more retail clients9. Some large European banks were

still skeptical about the value of recommending third-party products to their private clients. However, open

architecture was likely to be a useful route through which third-party fund managers could sell their products

via distributors in markets beyond their home countries. Distributors usually sold third-party funds based on

performance, while captive channels tended to push in-house funds without much regard for this criterion. .

Wholesale Opportunities

Analysts at Morgan Stanley, among others, forecasted rapid growth in the wholesaling of funds to financial

services institutions in Europe. Several banks in Europe had reduced the size of their asset management units

and were turning to offering clients third-party products. Although wholesaling might result in lower margins,

large deals might still prove profitable for fund managers as they saved the costs involved in direct distribution

to retail investors.
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Strong candidates for executing these deals were German Banks and Italian GPFs (Gestioni patrimonale in

fondi). GPFs were special tax-advantaged structured funds for private investors, which were insignificant five

years back, but in 2005 comprised 40% of mutual funds sold in Italy. About 20% of all GPFs sold were third-

party products. They were quickly becoming a strong distribution channel for both Italian-domiciled and cross-

border UCITS fund sales in Italy. GPFs were managed portfolios of mutual funds, similar to U.S. mutual fund

wrap-fee programs. GPFs provided diversification and embedded investment advice and appealed to foreign

fund managers as oases of open architecture within difficult-to-crack distributors. Finally they provided

commissions for sales of the underlying funds and a slice of the ongoing advisory fee charged for managing

the portfolios.

Offshoring and other Cost Management Initiatives 10 

Asset managers had traditionally resorted to cutting costs by trimming back office operations, which included

trade settlement, fund administration and custody. Almost all fund managers outsourced their back office

functions. In the recent past, however, some outsourcing deals with domestic partners were being reconsidered

as fund managers sought to move their operations offshore to low-cost destinations such as India, China,

Eastern Europe and South Africa.

Observers believed that while the growth in back-office outsourcing was likely to continue, the focus in terms

of cost cutting initiatives was likely to shift to the middle-office, encompassing functions such as research,

portfolio management and dealing. Several independent research firms had been set up trying to capitalize on

this trend. However, they had not been very successful to date. Instead it is expected that providers of

outsourced back-office operations would move up the value chain and offer research services as well.

With respect to portfolio management, focus on key products and the growth of the multi-manager were seen

as means to increase efficiency. Finally, online crossing networks (which not only reduce cost, but also provide

transparency) and intelligent order routing systems (which have optimized the delivery process) were

improving dealing.
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According to Datamonitor, the market opportunity for business process outsourcing (BPO) in the European

asset management industry was around $758 million. Some of the leading financial services institutions, which

had outsourced part of their operations, included Deutsche Bank, Barclays, HSBC, Fidelity Investments,

Citigroup, and JPMorgan Chase. US Asset management firms such as Citigroup and Bank of America had set up

their own operations overseas instead of availing themselves of services from overseas vendors.This could serve

as a good model for European firms looking to outsource their operations as it allowed for better control and

profitability. According to research from Deloitte, in 2010, about 20% of the cost base for the global financial

services sector would be offshored, contributing to an increase of 37% or $153 billion in overall profits.

Enthusiasm for offshoring differed of course across institutions and across geographies. By 2005, offshoring had

found wider acceptance in the United States and the United Kingdom, but fund managers in France, Germany

and Italy remained doubtful, in part due to language barriers with countries such as India. Other barriers

included differences in culture, infrastructure, privacy requirements, and labor laws. Ensuring the security of

data and intellectual property, compliance with applicable regulatory regimes, maintaining the appropriate mix

of control and autonomy of the offshore operations were other challenges.

Liability Driven Management of Funds11 

In 2000, Asset-Liability Management (ALM) was a rare practice among fund managers in Europe, but has since

gained in popularity. The trend began with life insurance companies in the United Kingdom and pension funds

in Denmark. Recently, pension funds in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands has followed, leading to a

change in asset allocation, from performance assets to long-term bonds. This was expected to have a

significant impact on long-term bond yields.

In 2000-02, European markets fought a bearish trend and there was pressure on funds from regulators,

shareholders and rating agencies to provide transparency in solvency and ALM related issues. The evolution of

ALM processes can be broadly classified into four stages.The first step was to account for market-based deficits

on the balance sheets of insurance and pensions companies in order to get a better picture of their financial
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health. The EU Solvency II project also emphasized on looking at long -term risks. Due to market-based

valuations the importance of interest-rate and inflation risk was heightened.This increased the focus that funds

had on risk budgeting and led to a migration from equity and peer group benchmark and towards Liability

Driven Investing (LDI), which involved the use of cash flow matching and swaps.

To implement these changes fund companies had to decommission legacy risks that were written more than

20 years ago. This involved executing interest rate swaps and swap programs, inflation swaps and equity puts

and collars.

The last stage in the adoption of ALM processes was to find ways that allow funds to take risks in an affordable

fashion. This required extending more limited guarantees and designing and pricing products more defensively.

With respect to pensions, this resulted in the closure of defined benefit schemes and the increase in defined

contribution schemes.

In order to match assets with liabilities, pension funds could not rely on conventional investment classes and

turned increasingly to derivatives such as interest-rate and inflation linked swaps. This interest has contributed

to a doubling of the European derivative market each year since 2001.

The analysis of pension fund liabilities showed that swaps with embedded caps and floors were more efficient

in covering inflation risk. Banks could add value to this situation by structuring inflation paying interest from

property companies through lease agreements, or regulated utilities. They could also use option replication

through delta hedging to capitalize on the liquidity of inter-bank market rates. Hence pension funds could rely

on banks and other institutions adept at risk management, as external fund managers in order to handle their

risk exposure.

The changes in the pension funds market, which led to the development of LDI, increased demand for fixed

income professionals from 2002-2005. However there were only a limited number of managers capable of

handling these specialized portfolios, contributing to 70% turnover among U.K. portfolio managers, analysts

and dealers, and causing concerns among investors.
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Global Growth 

Major fund management firms in the United States were seeking to expand in other markets, as the potential

for domestic growth stalled. The potential to market the same funds across European countries, along with the

relatively higher rate of savings in Europe (as compared to U.S. rates) attracted the interest of the top U.S. asset

managers. Observers believed that Europe could attract global fund managers by accelerating the process of

consolidation and implementing positive regulations. Assets managed by international managers grew by 33%

from $827 billion in 2003 to $1.1 trillion in 2004.

At the same time, the fragmented nature of the European market and the dominance of regional players served

as deterrents. Indeed, even large firms based in Europe found it difficult to garner significant market share

outside their country of origin. Therefore, most firms looking to establish a global presence were targeting the

untapped markets in the Asia-Pacific region. Some of the large fund management groups domiciled in Europe

that sell their products in Asia-Pacific are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Asia-Pacific Presence in Europe-Domiciled Funds (2004)
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FUND MANAGEMENT GROUP

UBS Fund Services 

ABN AMRO Investment Funds

HSBC Investment Funds

Invesco GT Asset Management

Allianz Dresdner Asset Management

BNP Paribas

Schroder Investment Management

Credit Suisse Asset Management

Société Générale

DWS Investment

Aviva Funds International

HONG 
KONG

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

JAPAN

x

x

x

x

x

KOREA

x

x

x

x

x

MACAU

x

x

x

x

SINGA-
PORE

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

TAIWAN

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Source: Pan European UCITS Distribution 2004, PwC
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Opportunities in China

China has been identified as the country with maximum growth potential with respect to the asset

management industry. Of the USD 1.3 trillion in household savings in China only about USD 160 million are

in managed assets. According to studies by Matrix Services, this number is expected to escalate ten-fold to USD

1.6 billion by 2010.This has prompted firms such as ING, ABN Amro, Allianz, and Société Générale, to establish

joint ventures in China. Barings Asset Management, State Street Global Advisors, and Merrill Lynch, have allied

with local partners in order to launch new funds.

The Chinese government raised the cap on foreign ownership of joint ventures in mutual funds from 33% to

49% in 2004, and also permitted mutual fund companies to differentiate their products. However, obstacles

such as the difficulty to obtain regulatory approval (which can take 2-3 years), and the requirement of a joint

venture approach stand in the way of companies looking to launch operations in China. Growing competition

and limited distribution channels are other roadblocks to the growth of the asset management industry.

Other Opportunities in Asia

Japan   Among the other countries in Asia, Japan had one of the largest industries in terms of assets under

management. However, according to estimates, about $6.5 trillion of consumer wealth was still held in cash

or low-interest bank deposits. Of the foreign companies looking to capitalize on this opportunity, Fidelity

emerged as the largest foreign asset manger, with $10.2 billion in retail investment funds. Other firms, such as

Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, and Charles Schwab, had to close their retail securities operations in Tokyo after

failing to generate sufficient business.

India The growing Indian middle class and the presence of a well-regulated market were the key drivers to

growth in this market. HSBC and Citibank were among the foreign fund management companies that had

already set up base here.

South Korea The estimated market size of South Korea’s asset management industry was $140 billion.

Foreign firms operating in the market included Fidelity, which had an alliance with local market leader,

Prudential Financial.
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Taiwan   Several analysts predicted that Taiwan would become the second-largest market for mutual funds in

Asia after Japan by 2008. However, considering that the share of market held by foreign firms was still very

small, any significant gain was likely to occur only in the long term.

Singapore The market in Singapore was highly competitive and the state investment agency also launched

fund management operations in order to compete with private firms.

Hong Kong The mutual fund industry was still nascent in Hong Kong and had not found widespread

acceptance from the public.

TECHNOLOGY

Technology played a major role in the development of the European asset management industry. It contributed

to portfolio management through advanced means of risk-handling and easy trade in derivatives. According to

a 2003 EDHEC survey, asset management companies were more likely to invest in technology based on

business requirements, than in response to regulatory requirements or capacity needs. Despite a slowdown in

the industry between 2000-02, technology spends grew at a healthy rate of 9% per year.

In 2002, asset managers were estimated to have spent $1,18 billion on asset management software, and the

figure is expected to have touched $1,44 billion in 2005. European asset managers contributed to

approximately 36% of this figure. U.K. asset managers were the biggest spenders on software followed by

France. The region-wise break-up of global technology spends are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Geographic Breakdown of Investments in Software

Software spends on portfolio management and distribution was estimated to have been the fastest grower in

2002-05. Table 7 shows the approximate global spend on the various types of asset management software in

2002-05.

Table 7: Global Asset Management Software Investments ($US millions)

Software spending on distribution was low because the solutions available (especially CRM solutions) did not

reflect the customer attitudes that were unique to each European country. Moreover, the fragmented nature

of the industry implied separate investments in each country of operation, which were not feasible for most

distributors.
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14%
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5%

4.5%
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5.5% 3%

2005

610

620

210

1,440

Source: Marc Vollendweider and Bhavya Sehgal, “Asset Management in Europe,” Evalueserve, 2006.
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2002

580

450

150

1,180

CAGR (%)

1.7

11.27

11.87

6.86
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ROLE OF LUXEMBOURG AND DUBLIN

Different regulatory requirements in each European country and trade barriers in the form of differential tax-

treatment to foreign funds were a primary reason for the migration of funds to favorable destinations such as

Luxembourg and Dublin. The funds domiciled in Luxembourg and Dublin comprised 27% of the total assets

under management in Europe in 2004. This was a rise of 400 basis points from the figure of 23% in 2000.

Several fund managers have taken advantage of the tax-incentives offered here, and have taken advantage of

the UCITS directive to ‘wrap’ funds into a single new fund at these centers and then sell them in other European

markets. These centers could play a significant role in the development of a pan–European market.

While both Luxembourg and Dublin actively marketed (for their services; regulations and innovations related

to new concepts such as umbrella funds and hedge funds; expertise in fund administration; and, availability of

highly skilled labor), the two markets were quite different. While Dublin was the chosen location for complex

funds, which primarily target institutional investors, (such as hedge funds and complex-income funds),

Luxembourg was generally known for plain ‘vanilla’ products. The funds in Dublin come mostly from fund

promoters in UK, while those in Luxembourg, are established by promoters from Switzerland and Germany. US

fund promoters have an equal share in both centers. The differences between Luxembourg and Dublin, with

respect to the nationality of fund promoters, are illustrated in Figure 11 below:

Figure 11: Investment Funds by Country, September 2005
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Funds domiciled in Luxembourg and Dublin are registered for sale in almost all major countries. About 90% of

fund registrations in Europe were for funds domiciled in Luxembourg and Dublin (see Table 8).

Table 8: European target markets for registrations for the sale of funds domiciled in Luxembourg and Dublin
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FUNDS DOMICILED IN DUBLIN

491

139

62

178

266

607

40

52

55

-

284

165

282

139

44

361

251

355

503

4,274

Source: Pan European UCITS Distribution 2004, PwC

COUNTRY OF REGISTRATION

Austria 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Finland 

France 

Germany 

Gibraltar 

Greece 

Iceland 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Norway 

Portugal 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland

UK 

Total

FUNDS DOMICILED IN LUXEMBOURG

1,844

1,017

159

747

1,696

2,564

121

440

253

463

1,659

-

1,281

636

439

1,491

1,114

1,914

1,253

19,091
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Keynote Speech:
Thoughts on Drivers 
of Tomorrow
Excerpts from the Keynote Adress: “Thoughts on Drivers of Tomorrow”

Alain Leclair, Chairman of the Association Française de Gestion Financière



In the late 1980’s and the beginning of the 1990’s the European banking system completely transformed its

asset management businesses. The split between banks and insurance companies, and the creation of

dedicated companies for asset management, created something that I consider to be completely new and

explosive. It created a profit center for asset management, which was not the case before in Europe. When I

was in the United States, I was very intrigued by their structure, until I discovered that it was just the result of

the Glass-Steagall act.

Europe has one of the highest saving rates in the world, around 15%, which is both good news and bad news.

A large part of those savings are at the family and individual level and not yet invested in the financial markets.
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The second important fact is the growing trend of securitizations, shifting risk and liquidity to the ultimate

investors and markets. Banks held a monopoly before the banking transformation, now the financing of the

economy is moving towards markets.

The third fundamental element is the shift from defined

benefit to defined contribution structure in the pension

markets. This trend obviously transforms the field of actors,

reduces the importance of traditional institutional business,

and transforms distribution patterns. This creates direct

“retailization” when families or individuals buy the funds of

subscribed insurance contracts. It also impacts the indirect

distribution, through what I call retail individualization of

the market, meaning the regrouping of individual investors

through insurance contracts through savings channels through their own company—creating a new kind of

institutional investor. However, the obvious big difference is that traditionally the institution, or the pension

fund which has defined benefits, takes the risk. In contrast, in defined contribution plans, it is the individual

investor who carries the risk—this transforms our business and creates new challenges for us.

This is a possible area that is not our business today, but could become our business.We face a poorly educated

investor population in financial matters. Why? Because they are not ready to face the fact that they will have

to bear the risks of the financial markets. Retail investors are obviously very scared. An important challenge is

the resulting exploding need to finance retirement which clearly needs the strong participation of politicians

of all parties.

One of the other consequences of these key factors is the fact that for our business to meet future

requirements, the commitment to the assets in which we invest has to be much longer term. We are used to

investing savings, for the common use of, not pocket money, but buying an apartment or going on holidays.

In contrast, the U.S. industry has had more experience with investing with a long term horizon, and that is a

significant factor in why they are structured very differently…
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Our actions are clear. First, in Europe we have to create a true European single market. I was amazed during

the working sessions of the Thought Leaders that the creation of the single European market was not

prominent in their thinking, because it is critical to you as a European, or you as an American interested in

coming to Europe. It is a major factor for the future. If we don’t unify our markets, we won’t have the depth,

the liquidity, and the gross volumes to grow. Obviously we can’t ignore our British friends, who are a little

tempted to let market forces create the single market, but maybe because I am French and we have some

rapport with the regulators, I think when the market forces act alone, the single market will not occur. When

the regulation is weak, the regulator cannot do anything to judge or direct. By default, Elliot Spitzer is

regulating the U.S. market and pushing towards a Sarbanes-Oxley environment, which is a completely extreme

way to regulate, and may destroy a lot of value in the market.We urge, and I urge personally but I’m not alone,

that we work together to construct our European market.

The recent Green Report suggests that the European

Commission is not enthusiastic about modifying or

standardizing regulations, and it was a little bit of pretext

for London to refer to regulatory fatigue. I think this is a

wrong assessment—we are not tired of regulation, but of

overly administrative regulation, of compliance and its

costs, but we are not tired of regulation that can organize

effective large markets for our investors and our company.

The second point is that to reduce costs of the industry, we have to help the actors of the market to evaluate

which field they really want to be active in. I think it is a win-win bet in Europe.We are 35,000 firms in contrast

with 7,000 in the United States, yet we are managing half of the money of the U.S. markets. We have huge

potential profitability and efficiency gains, which is why many financial institutions, banks, and mid- to small-

sized insurance companies or even very big firms, could start to reevaluate their need, and resulting fatigue, to

run proprietary asset managers. Why? Asset managers can be challenging to manage and very costly. It is very

costly to deliver very good asset management, when it is not the most profitable part of the business.
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1. Open architecture is an offering that combines both proprietary and external products.

The third point concerns distribution, and especially intelligent distribution to those individuals who will

subscribe to a defined contribution product. We need catalysts to make this happen—it is not a regulatory

responsibility, and the politicians are finding it is too complex. In addition, we do not have a big enough voter

base to direct those politicians, and then they are not interested. The key driver for the future shape is the

arrival of open architecture. This may sound strange from a French point of view, because I’m in a country

where we have very strong banks. These institutions are among the top ten banks and insurance companies in

the world, but nevertheless, the opening up of the architecture is very much in process. We clearly need to

support open architecture with the appropriate regulatory framework.1

Some participants were strongly against the fund of funds, dismissing it as a gimmick. I think you have to

reevaluate that assumption. Fund of funds is a way to open up the business and provide access to the retail

investor.

Lastly we need to restructure our back office. Let us look at the example of the delivery of funds. The best

saving vehicles exists in banks, and the insurance companies who are independent advisors. However, when

you buy a fund from your bank for your clients, the fund will arrive in your portfolio in three days, or “d+3.” If

you buy from another bank in the same territory, it will be “d+10,” and if you buy across border it can be

“d+30.” Obviously we need to move very quickly to address these issues, so that the best instruments of our

industry are completely competitive with the buying and selling of stock over exchanges.

.

In conclusion I will say that banks and insurance companies in Europe are well positioned. Certainly they will

lose some market share, but there is a clear future for those who will eventually solely dedicate themselves to

client service, and for those who will focus on the engineering and management of the funds. . I think that

entrepreneurial companies have a large potential, but we have to be very, very cautious in forecasting the

future. Let us remember that five years ago Goldman Sachs issued a fantastic and amazing report on the asset

management industry, analyzing that in ten years we will have only five asset managers remaining in the world.

Good heavens—it is exactly the opposite. We need to be very cautious in forecasting the future, and embrace

the uncertainty that we face.



A Decade of
Transformation 
(1995—2005)
Thought Leaders in the TLS considered some of the major changes the asset

management industry had undergone in the past decade in the expectation that

reflections on the past feed thoughts for the future.
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A DECADE OF TRANSFORMATION (1995—2005)

Thought Leaders in the TLS considered some of the major changes the asset management industry had

undergone in the past decade in the expectation that reflections on the past feed thoughts for the future.

Like many other sectors over the past, asset management was transformed from a relatively local, transactional

industry, to a more global, relationship-based sector. Additionally, several other factors were key such as the

automation and outsourcing of back-office tasks, the growing globalization of asset management and the

ensuing complexity, the rising presence of niche specialists, product proliferation, the rise of the core-satellite

model compared to the older “balanced” approach, and the rise of alternatives and derivatives compared to

traditional assets.

In 1995 asset management was a different industry, deemed to be product-centric, local, and highly regulated.

There had been fragmentation across every level of the industry. The manufacturing/back office could

determine profitability. Some star managers were very prominent. By 2005 things had changed. As an example,

a Thought Leader pointed out, “In the United Kingdom, there are now large independent asset managers not

embedded in retail structure of retail banks.” As a result today’s picture is more fragmented, with more asset

classes, more boutiques, and more complex structural variables.These included active vs. passive management,

not to mention the growing emphasis on absolute return rather than relative return. Trends discussed at the

TLS included industrialization of processes, business model reconfiguration, and the accompanying

fragmentation and segmentation.

The sector had become much more global and customer-focused, team-management had lessened the focus

on star managers, and marketing became a key component of the value chain. With retail distribution, the

decade’s change is both simple and profound. In 1995 the asset manager was pushing products to the

retailer—be it at banks, an IFA or a private banker. Now, marketing was pushing solutions directly to customers

and their needs drove product development. “Today we have ‘fashions’ in financial products,” said one Thought

Leader, citing the current focus on emerging markets.
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On the institutional-distribution side, several trends seemed critical to Thought Leaders: transparency-forcing

regulations, unbundling of elements in the value chain, and the broadening focus of both funds and investors

outside their home economies. Key development elements in the distribution business include marketing and

packaging, unbundling, and transparency.

At the same time, the sector became more regulated with greater emphasis on reporting and compliance. The

“black box” becomes a “white box.” “Clients expect much more transparency,” noted another Thought Leader.

“Previously, costs used to be hidden in the contract, which used to be a black box. Now it’s a glass box.”

In 1995, investment decisions were made using a primarily long-term strategic approach based on

fundamental research, but the rising introduction of, and emphasis on, quarterly reporting has changed that.

Technology made possible quantitative investment-decision processes more dependent on running scenarios

than on research.

Just as the sector has changed, so has the nature of its main players. In the mid 1990s the industry was

dominated by a handful of large players.This “club of the bigs” operated out of the well known financial centers

and drove innovation. Countries exhibited very specific organization forms, with the existence in France, for

example, of universal banks, in Britain of merchant banks and clearing banks, and in Switzerland of private

banks, traditionally thought of as the “old time asset managers.”

A decade later the club of the “bigs” had been dismantled. While London was a regional and even global hub,

other centers such as Ireland and Luxembourg had emerged as players in the asset management world. The

balance of power had shifted with the “revenge of the investment banks,” whose trading desks were

increasingly trading certificates and replacing asset managers. Insurance players such as Axa and Allianz had

also become more important (see Table 9).
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Table 9: Top 10 Fund Managers, 2000 and 2004

While the core functionality of the components for the back office—custody, execution, accounting,

settlement—were judged to have not changed much over the last 10 years, despite the rise of Luxembourg

and Ireland as key back-office handlers, TLS Thought Leaders agreed that margins on reporting and custody—

once a stand-alone business—were now so low that automation was key and outsourcing increasingly popular.

Indeed, while all functions were managed in-house in 1995, in 2005 outsourcing had started to gain

prominence in the custody domain. Three other factors impacting back-office issues included greater

engagement in corporate governance within the whole value chain (i.e.: exercising voting rights); greater

involvement by regulators; and the emergence of hedge funds, with their own special set of needs.

Sounding a note of caution, a Thought Leader explained that “asset managers who think the factors we’ve cited

are the only market drivers are going to be in big trouble, because these are the two main drivers: 1) we had

a bear market; 2) we are now in a low-interest rate era.” Along similar lines, another Thought Leader added, “I

think we’re underestimating the pace of change by using ten-year horizon.Things are almost the same in 2000

as they were in 1995, but the crash since then has accelerated the pace of change.”Yet another Thought Leader
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Top Ten Fund
Managers in 2000

UBS

Fidelity

Credit Suisse Group

AXA Group

Barclays Global 

Kampo

State Street Global

Allianz

JP Morgan Fleming

Country of Origin

Switzerland

United States

Switzerland

France

United Kingdom

Japan

United States

Germany

United States

Worldwide AUM
($B)

1,533,020

1,037,503

867,000

840,353

801,295

769.753

725,25`

672,000

638,800

Top Ten Fund
Managers in 2004

UBS

Allianz

Barclays Global

State Street Global

Fidelity

AXA Group

Credit Suisse Group

Capital Group

Vanguard Group

Country of Origin

Switzerland

Germany

United Kingdom

United States

United States

France

Switzerland

United States

United States

Worldwide AUM ($B)

1,975,000

1,459,323

1,361,949

1,354,300

1,286,107

1,185,316

1,078,815

1,020,952

848,397
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took a countervailing position, saying, “Asset management is very slow to evolve and the evolutions tend to

be technology driven. We’re snails compared to other industries.” To another, the name of the business itself

had not changed dramatically: “we just change the names to make it more fashionable and sell more, but the

content stays the same.” See Table 10 for a summary.

Table 10: Main transitions 1995-2005

KEY DRIVERS

The key drivers of the scenarios were developed during the course of Thought Leader interviews and the three

Strategic Dialogues held in Paris, London and Zurich, which preceded the Summit. Brainstorming techniques

were used to generate hundreds of challenges that framed industry developments. Those challenges were

debated and sorted as the Thought Leaders worked to identify the underlying root causes and drivers behind

those issues. The drivers were then evaluated according to their relative impact and their degree of certainty

or uncertainty. Issues such as demographics were consistently viewed as of enormous impact, but predictable
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2005

Automate

Outsourcing, concentration and commoditization

Core—Satellite investment strategies 

Alternatives

Packaging is key

Demand driven

Disintermediation

Distribution—higher share of return

Huge range, high sophistication products

Highly regulated, high cost of compliance

Value proposition, asset class selection

1995

Manual

In-house

Balanced

Traditional

No real packaging

Product centric

Intermediation

Production—higher share of return

Small range, low sophistication products

Low regulation, low cost of compliance

Value proposition, stock selection

Source: Watson Wyatt Global 500
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and certain. In contrast, questions of consumer behavior or the structure of distribution were viewed as high

impact accompanied by high uncertainty. See Figure 12 for the key drivers of 2013.

Figure 12: Drivers of 2013

For example, technology was seen as having enormous impact in terms of shaping the industry, but low

uncertainty – for many Thought Leaders, it was only a question of when, not how. Other Thought Leaders even

questioned the relative impact of technology, and viewed it as comparatively uncertain.

However, the process resulted in the identification of eight categories of drivers. For the purpose of creating

visions of contrasting futures, Thought Leaders chose to focus on those drivers that fulfilled both criteria (high

impact and high uncertainty). Those three – the shape of distribution, the evolution of the value chain, and the
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behavior, role and perspective of future consumers and investors – were brought to the next stage of analysis

for the scenarios (see Figure 13 – Core Drivers).

Distribution: This category included the issues surrounding cross border distribution, the consistency – or

fragmentation – of regulatory and tax environments, the convergence across Europe of distribution channels

such as the depolarization of the U.K. market and the accompanying move to banks vs. the depolarization in

continental Europe and move to advisors / IFA, and ultimately the potential of new models and players in

distribution, genuine open architecture and third party funds.

Value Chain: Within this cluster, trends were included that outlined the reconfiguration across the asset

management value chain.These ranged from the continuing divestment by banks and insurance groups of their

Asset Management arms, through the evolving and contrasting business models ranging from global integrated

firm or distribution powerhouse to networks of boutiques. Accompanying this discussion was an exploration of

the increased role of specialists, including entrepreneurial boutiques, for driving innovation and providing ideas

and products for larger players focused on distribution. This restructuring of the value chain also impacts

research, where the combination of effective automation driven by dramatic technological advances and

regulatory scrutiny on Chinese Walls, will forcefully impact the providers. The impact of technology and

standards and its resultant impact on offshoring and outsourcing to low cost locations was explored. Finally,

the full context of the Value Chain was examined, ranging from the increased importance of affiliated industries

(actuarial, performance reporting, proxy voting, specialized accounting) to the consolidation of trading

exchanges and platforms.

Future Investor / Consumers: This category explored the changing profile of the end user and the convergence

of retail and institutional markets (“reinstitutional”). The related questions for the investor, such as the

increased appreciation of risk and need for understanding of relative risk/opportunity, the importance of

relative vs. absolute return, were explored as well as the accompanying increase in demand for effective advice

and education. Such empowerment, and demand for value, was discussed along with its accompanying

demand for new products and services, for transparency, and demand for integration of asset and liability

management services.
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Figure 13: Core Drivers 

The Thought Leaders subsequently tested various combinations of the core drivers, working to identify those

combinations which resulted in scenarios which were credible, coherent, and yet challenging, stretching their

vision of the industry. This iterative process creates the resulting scenarios and stories of the future, and helps

to ensure that they are substantive and robust.

Figure 14, Framework of Scenarios, outlines four futures the Thought Leaders went on to develop during the

Summit. Those four futures are driven by the impact and uncertainty of change in the structure of the Value

Chain – from static and integrated, to dynamic and fragmented. In addition, the scenarios reflect the huge

uncertainty surrounding the client, from their perception of relative value, to their demand for independence
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– and the emphasis on transparency, reporting and performance which reflects a clear market and an

empowered customer. The four scenarios (Perfect Balance, Cottage Industry, e-Volution and New Order) and

their stories follow.

Figure 14: Framework of Scenarios
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Developed Scenarios
Four different scenarios were considered and fleshed out by the TLS group

Perfect Balance    Cottage Industry    e-Volution    New Order
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Perfect Balance
In this scenario, a Perfect Balance has been struck between big players and

boutiques. The industry is profitable and global brands operate in locally

targeted ways, but clients are relatively disempowered and change is slow.

Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry   e-Volution   New Order 
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“Lost in the Finance Product Jungle”
In 2013, for the fourth consecutive year, the number of certified and registered
financial advisors dropped, reaching 20-year lows. This trend, a reflection of the
dramatic drop in profitability of any kind of advisory model and a surge of regulation
and registration requirements, forebode hard times ahead for the individual investor.
“They just don’t know where to turn,” Credit Suisse head of retail investments Jean
Schmidt said. “Their bankers just sell, sell, sell. Their insurance brokers can never
explain anything, and their new advisor quit – plus their employer just completely
restructured their pension program, and shifted responsibility for their financial
futures right back to the individual employee.”

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry   e-Volution   New Order 
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“The Trillion Dollar Computer Bug”
Delhi, 1st April 2013, the first trillion-dollar trade was executed today as a
consequence of a bug in the computer Windows operating system. This error, which
had an estimated cost of $275 million to the industry, led to the payments of $75
million of commission to the company who executed the trade – error pays. The
unwinding of this trade was subject to a decision by the EU anti-trust commissioner
who was still investigating the anti-competitive position of Microsoft with its
Windows-based operating system. Surprising many observers, Microsoft pushed for
the settlement of this case at a cost of $234 million, which protected it from any
lawsuits related to the problem. Trading in Microsoft shares was suspended. Shares of
the technology giant rose 28% upon resumption of trading.

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry   e-Volution   New Order 
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Source: Thought Leadership Summit

Business

1. The industry follows the
motto “Big will be Bigger”
which includes back-office
concentration in a few players

2. Major brands will dominate
the market

3. A splitting in the asset
management value chain
leads to structural changes 
in the industry without
significant effects for the
client

4. The fund of fund business
will be eliminated over time,
as new techniques which do
not “double charge” for
providing client access to
strong managers and high-risk
investments come to market

5. The development of China
as an asset management
market is a big
disappointment
New advisory models emerge
focused on helping clients
navigate the choice and
tradeoffs in the market

Regulation

1. Increased fragmentation
boosts outsourcing of
compliance

2. Product supervision will
be replaced by provider
supervision which leads to
more transparency for
clients

3. Increasing costs of
supervision and regulation
eat some of the margins

4. Increasing reliance on
internal audit

Technology

1. Increasing relevance of back
office steers towards a more
standardized and technology-
based processing in asset
management, supporting the
idea of commoditization in
terms of customer fees and a
more selective wealth
management

2. Technological development
enables sophisticated
segmentation tools, e.g., client

3. Segmentation leads to real
time customer profiling which
enhances a cherry-picking
mentality on the providers
and precaution on the
customer side

4. Emerging automation and
direct exchange of products
supports the idea of a digital
bank and dematerialization

5. Standardized reporting and
more automation is the basis
for a rights-based commerce

Investors Profile

1. Unsophisticated investors
are in need of advice as a
result of more global and
new markets which have
produced a maze of
overwhelming information
and choice

2. Older and mostly retired
investors are part of a
segmented market structure

3. Demanding investors are
rich and brand conscious in
terms of increased litigation

4. Enhanced price sensitivity
leads to increased demand
for better service

Table 11: Key Characteristics 

Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry   e-Volution   New Order 
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Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry   e-Volution   New Order 

Scenarios: Total Assets under Management

Perfect Balance: “Solidity with constant growth at 14%”

Scenarios: Investment Channels (EU)

Perfect Balance: “Convergence between the distribution partners”

Scenarios: Asset Allocation

Perfect Balance: “Investors seek to match their asset liability structures in slow 
growing markets”

Scenarios: Investment Channels (UK)

Perfect Balance: Key Metrics for Investment Channels (UK) not announced by Thought
Leaders for this scenario
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Figure 15: Key Metrics

Source: Thought Leadership Summit
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Perfect Balance – An Overview

In this scenario a Perfect Balance is struck between big players and niche boutiques. The industry is profitable

and global brands operate in locally targeted ways. Clients remain relatively disempowered and change is slow.

Additionally, a dramatic drop in the profitability of the advisory model coupled with a surge of regulation and

registration requirements brings out cuts in financial advisory staffing. Technology, which automates

investment decisions on the basis of empirical modeling, also reduces the need for financial advisors.This trend

forebodes hard times ahead for the individual investor as well, as the one-on-one relationships previous

generations enjoyed is eroded. The client base remained fairly constant, however, despite the shift in industry

structure, and the dramatic change in service models. Alternative assets continue to gain popularity. Margins

are slimmer, with low-value added products, making the market highly competitive.

Industry Structure

The industry remains profitable and consolidates: larger players become larger, squeezing out middle players.

Overall, the industry is increasingly global and Thought Leaders see it tending clearly towards technology, mass

production and less client focus. Thought Leaders foresee two major trends. One, while the industry was

profitable and financial institutions faced strong growth rates, “it turns out to be the time of the almost

forgotten and lost investor,” one noted. Two, Thought Leaders described the investor’s situation as if they were

“lost in the product jungle,” suffering from a significant lack of advice and good service precisely when

unsophisticated investors are on the rise. Yet an explosion of new and global markets along with new and

complex products creating a maze of overwhelming information mean less-sophisticated investors need more

guidance than ever.

Thought Leaders predicted the big institutions would get bigger, and that by 2013 four major brands would

dominate. However, some predicted that these major brands may not be traditional ones. Between 2005 and

2013, the industry sees new market entrants coming from the technology side or from mergers between large

financial institutions or between financial and technology companies. Instead of segmenting and diversifying

the industry, this change would lead to concentration.
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The back-office is concentrated across a few players. New structured instruments allow broader investment

participation in hedge fund and alternative investments, making fund of funds less attractive and eventually

these are eliminated. Self-service advisories grow, as some investors become more educated and more

technologically savvy. Additionally, the promise of China is not yet fulfilled. Growth is stalled due to concern

about political stability, bringing foreign direct investment in that market to a screeching halt.

Regulation and Reporting

Self-regulation is more prominent, and

supervision over products is replaced by

supervision of providers. In Europe, tax

hurdles remain, but efforts towards

greater harmonization of regulation is

gaining strength. Regulation, however,

remains fragmented, and becomes more

complex due to the need to regulate

outsourcing providers as well.

Compliance is increasingly outsourced,

with growing reliance on internal audits.

Regulation, reporting and transparency

requirements continue to erode margins

and cause concern to industry players,

who are dealing with the impact of the EU’s directive on money issuance. However, transparency on reporting

fees and cost expense ratios increase, as did restrictions on distributors. Customers are more aware of the costs

of regulation, and increasingly reluctant to take those on.
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The Role of Technology

There is a growing reliance on automation and STP (straight through processing for trade settlement and

clearing) as the huge investments poured into back-office technology over the preceding decades finally begins

to show returns. Back-office functions become less expensive due to these investments and also due to

consolidation – which brings economies of scale. Technology also enables more sophisticated customer

segmentation, with real-time profiling giving firms the opportunity to cherry-pick desirable clients, or self-

select less-desirable clients out. Many players also benefit from client-rating and price-rating systems. Smaller

automated direct exchanges for products emerge, along with digital banks and dematerialization.

Such significant reliance on technology, however, raises worries about dependence. A major player could easily

be crippled with a small technological glitch. Such a breakdown could have drastic financial and/or reputation

effects.

Profile of the Investor

Lost in the product jungle, with little advice or good service,

the investor seeks advice and tends to have an increased

sensitivity to price, leading to higher service demands.

Mostly old and retired, investors are primarily

unsophisticated, more segmented and demanding.They are

more difficult to reach and more time-consuming to

service, as they require more one-on-one interactions.

However, brand-consciousness remains – benefiting the

larger firms, and litigation has become a popular means for

investors to negotiate their dissatisfaction, difficulties and

disappointments. In contrast, high net worth individuals continue to wield significant power. These investors

are more open to risk and look for personalized and value added service. All consumers tend to be price

Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry   e-Volution   New Order 
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sensitive, and many feel overwhelmed by the growing maze of information as the industry, its products, and

regulation became increasingly complex. Investors are aware of new markets, however, and are engaged with

the global nature of the financial markets.

Figure 16: Segment growth in alternative investments with overall highest margins
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Cottage Industry
In this scenario, a fragmented finance world has retrenched into local markets,

setting off socio-economic crisis due to low earnings and lost pensions. Fear

rather than knowledge drives investment and the Big Brands win. “This is the

nightmare scenario,” said one of the participants working on it. “We hope it

won’t come into play.”

Scenario
Perfect Balance Cottage Industry e-Volution   New Order 
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“CESR’s Palace Crumbles”
CESR is dissolved as national governments fail to find common ground on market
principles and investor protection. In recent years, we have seen the asset
management industry's market size crumble to $2 trillion from highs of $6.3 trillion
in 2005. One of the major contributors to this decline has been the cessation of
cross-border business. The world has reverted to an introspective market where only
national interests remain of importance.

“Investors Suicide Syndrome”
As of December 2013, markets are down 70% in real terms versus the market peak
from three years ago. Mandatory retirement thresholds are disappearing and over the
past eight years, in remaining markets, the retirement age increased from 65 to 75.
This is combined with the high profile collapse of several defined contribution plans,
which wiped out a lifetime of hard work, conservative savings, and prospects for a
secure future. As a result – given the bleak outlook of not being able to finance
retirement – thousands of Europeans have decided to terminate their life in a
terrifying epidemic known as ISS.

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
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“Is Europe a lost dream?”
Following a crisis meeting of CESR, member regulatory authorities decided to
schedule another meeting in one year. The EU commissioner in charge of internal
market admits, “It seems that the appetite for a unified common market for financial
products has simply vanished.” But the CEO of National Asset Management argues,
“In any case, these discussions are not relevant anymore. UCITS are still vaguely used
for branding, but cross-border marketing has all but disappeared.”

“Classical Asset Goes Bust”
In this era of low and negative market returns, Classical Asset Management Company
(CAMC) has fallen into bankruptcy. Investors are now looking to absolute return funds
in order to protect their capital and are therefore leaving classical active investments
in droves.

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
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Business

1. Integrated players, banks
and insurance companies
dominate the market as a
result of a reintegrated 
value chain

2. Declining differentiation of
products, providers and markets
strengthens the orientation
towards well-known brands but
leads to lower margins with less
profitability

3. Regulators (e.g., CESR,
UCITS) become redundant in
terms of re-nationalization in a
declining asset-management
business

4. Jurisdiction and tax
arbitrage go down in value
and lose ground

5. Disappearance of glossy
financial magazines, closure 
of Porsche dealers and top
restaurants in financial centers
such as London, reflect non-
existent bonuses, and growing
unemployment in the
financial sector

Regulation

1. Europe as a single market
tends to become irrelevant

2. Re-nationalization
strengthens a more locally-
regulated market structure

3. Less stringent rules, no
trust and cooperation
among national regulators
still leaves room for
alternative investments in
small markets

4. Layoffs at the regulatory
authorities become reality

5. Increasing instability in
financial markets, and
scandals in the financial
sector strengthen offshore
markets and restore the
demand for local banking
secrecy

Technology

1. The increasing penetration
of broadband connectivity,
combined with the ability to
save overhead and other costs
and pass on a portion of the
savings, finally drives the
popularity of online fund
distribution

2. The technical infrastructure
within the business suffers
from low investment levels

3. A few small alternative
fund boutiques remain and
are profitable, and invest
heavily in IT

4. Product development
stagnates, and regression 
to indexed funds and
commodity-linked
investments appears

Investors Profile

1. Risk awareness and a lack
of trust in the financial
system, result in low levels
of investor confidence, and
are key factors behind a
strong interest in gold and
commodities

2. Capital preservations
evolves as a main investment
goal, especially given market
levels, volatility, and repeated
crashes

3. Unwillingness to
experiment with small players
strengthens the role of
conservative investments and
loyalty to well-known brands

4. Collapse of several private
and governmental pension
schemes, results in both
social unrest and a
continued trend to individual
responsibility for pensions

5. The institutional
customer-orientation is
replaced by a more retail-
oriented business model

Table 12: Key Characteristics

Scenario
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Source: Thought Leadership Summit
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Scenarios: Total Assets under Management

Cottage Industry: “Declining industry - market crash and reduced investor confidence”

Scenarios: Investment Channels (EU)

Cottage Industry: “Safety and risk-awareness – My bank is my castle“

Scenarios: Asset Allocation

Cottage Industry: “Price arguments, absolute returns and risk awareness – a reflection of
the bad market “

Scenarios: Investment Channels (UK)

Cottage Industry: “Conservative business is state of the art built upon a face to face
product distribution”

Figure 17: Key Metrics

Source: Thought Leadership Summit
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The Cottage Industry – An Overview 

In this scenario, a series of continued and sustained market collapses, a severe and continued drop in volumes,

and a few high profile collapses of financial players resulted in a fragmented finance world. The world has been

shaken by repeated stock market crashes, and worldwide political unrest. An extended global recession has

fragmented the world of finance, causing it to retrench into local markets and setting of a chain of socio-

economic crises due to low earning, high debt, and collapsed pensions. Fear rather than knowledge drives

investment and the remaining big brands win. “This is the nightmare scenario,” said one of the participants

working on it. “We hope it won’t come into play.”

Industry Structure

This is a time of great financial pain as market levels, low

volumes, margins and profitability lead to many finding

themselves jobless in the financial sector, and also a time

for conflict with former clients and scandals in the financial

sector (thus, good for the lawyers, but no one else). The

notion of a single European market becomes irrelevant, so

locally regulated markets have gained greater emphasis.

The value chain is reintegrated to recapture some earnings

by remaining strong asset managers. Critical mass, capital

resources and vertical integration are strategic necessities

for success. Developments in products stagnate as investors go back to basics and reduced costs through

products such as savings accounts, and indexed funds. In a risk-averse environment, capital preservation looms

as the main investment goal. Investor lack of trust in the system spurs strong interest in gold and commodities,

and de facto loyalty to known brands due to a lack of willingness to experiment with small players.

Scenario
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Regulation and Reporting

Europe is increasingly seen as a single

market , making trends irrelevant. A rise in

nationalisation of financial markets

strengthens a more locally-regulated

market. Rules are less stringent. Lack of

trust and little cooperation amongst

national regulators still leaves room for

alternative investments in small markets.

Layoffs at the regulatory authorities

become an unpleasant reality. Increasing

instability in the financial markets, coupled

with scandals in the financial sector

strengthen offshore markets and restore

demand for local banking secrecy.

Role of Technology

The increasing penetration of broadband connectivity, combined with the ability to save overhead and other

costs and pass on a portion of these savings, finally drives the widespread adoption of the Internet for fund

distribution. Banks charge a premium for face-to-face client meetings or teller services, as they increasingly

move to digital distribution to reduce their cost.The technical infrastructure within the industry begins to suffer

from low investment levels. A few small alternative funds boutiques, remain and are profitable, and invest

heavily in information technology. Product development stagnated, and along with a regression towards

indexed funds, commodity linked investments appeared.

Scenario
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Profile of the Investor

Risk awareness and lack of trust in the financial system resulted in record low levels of investor confidence, and

were key factors behind a strong interest in gold and commodities, as investors thought more tangible options.

Capital preservation evolves as a main investment goal, especially given market levels, volatility and repeated

stock market crashes. Investors were scared. An unwillingness to experiment with small players which

strengthened the role of conservative investments and loyalty to well known brands. The collapse of several

private and governmental pension schemes resulted in both social unrest and a continued trend to individual

responsibility for pensions. Additionally, a more retail-oriented business model replaced the traditional

customer-orientation model.

Figure 18: Margins and Growth. Cottage Industry:

Reduced markets with highest margins in merely slightly growing alternative investments
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e-Volution
This scenario marks the revenge of online finance. Investment has been

streamlined by integrated asset & liability management and European

consolidation. Clients are highly empowered and the industry is generally

consolidated into thriving regional markets.
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“Deciphering EU 1549_45_af”
This new form, introduced by the EU and required for all retail investors at banks,
insurance companies, and any other institutions that serviced investors, split potential
investors into “retail” and “sophisticated” sectors, based upon assets, liabilities,
education levels and risk knowledge.

“Can Quant Boutique save Deutsche?”
So ran the headline of The Observer, January 17, 2013. Just as Genentech saved
Roche’s strong competitive position in the late 1990’s, in 2013 Quant Corporation
could be the savior of Deutsche Bank. After ten years of suffering a shrinking asset
base, the former leader in European retail banking acquired Quant, a nimble,
privately-owned company founded by five professors form the University of Zurich
and ETH. By the end of 2012 Quant Corporation oversaw 10 billion Euro in assets
invested in global equities. They used their model to invest both in geographic and
theme-based sectors around the globe. This small company’s neuroscience- and
empiricism-based asset management tool introduced a sea-change in the industry.

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
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“You’ve Got Funds!”

Google/AOL merged with UBS-CitiBank for funds distribution. In a ground-breaking deal announced in

Shanghai, the world’s largest mutual fund market, the Internet retail work finally entered mainstream

wealth management. The deal sent shockwaves throughout the financial marketplace, with one

competitive source proclaiming the beginning of the end for the traditional distribution networks.

Klaus Li, Google/AOL CEO, said, “Our clients are now just one click from managing their funds.”

“From Visual Flight to Flight by Instruments”

In the 1990’s, most investment decisions were still made by prima donnas who “thought they were

the only smart kid in town.” Today, these decisions were made by a quant tool able to achieve a

Sharpe ratio of 3.5 over the last five years.

Headlines of Tomorrow

“Finance leads the way. How the European Union can learn from
the Asset Management industry”

Tony Blair, as new president of Europe, announced the consolidation of Europe’s financial regulations

after a final attempt at a European Constitution failed. Through a strong effort on the part of the

European Commission, and with Switzerland joining the European currency, the industry faced just

one set of regulations, thereby simplifying the ability to develop a transparent market.

Scenario
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Source: Thought Leadership Summit

Business

1. Industry follows the big
pharma/biotech model; global
players distribute own product,
but additionally need third
party offerings to satisfy broad
demand

2. Europe faces a consolidation
of stock exchanges within a
single euro market

3. Market participants
restructure through a strong
segmentation of the value
chain, especially within
manufacturing, distribution

4. Distribution in asset
management is still strong
regionally

5. Two clear strategies in asset
management: a) Active
management with high
sophistication; b) Passive
management with large scale
and super-efficient operations

Regulation

1. Europe’s asset
management industry
follows one set of regulation

2. Regulators are more
involved, but regulation is
simpler with more
transparency

3. The reporting
requirements are greater 
and better and refer to a
standardization as well as to
electronic and online
reporting facilities

4. There is no difference
between retail and
institutional regulation

5. There are tendencies
towards one single regulator
in Europe

Technology

1. The asset management
industry moves from visual
flight to instrument flight in
alpha generation

2. The spending on
technology will focus on alpha
generating

3. The customer is becoming
part of the automation chain
(more receptive) 

4. Commoditized processes
are going to be outsourced

5. Concentration and
consolidation of back offices
is the consequence

Investors Profile

1. The asset management
industry has to advise an
educated investor who is
versed in technology

2. The investor owns
stronger risk skills

3. He separates alpha and
beta, speaks English,
concentrates on the future

4. Investors take advantage
of e-platforms, which leads
to greater transparency and
a well-informed client

5. Still, regional relationships
matter

Table 13: Key Characteristics
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Scenarios: Total Assets under Management

e-Volution: “Damped initial growth turns to exponential new asset increase “

Scenarios: Investment Channels (EU)

e-Volution: “Transparency – IFAs gain prominence”

Scenarios: Asset Allocation

e-Volution: “Empowered client with easy access via electronic revolution wants ETFs and
Index trackers“

Scenarios: Investment Channels (UK)

e-Volution: “Market development as mover for IFAs”

Figure 19: Key Metrics
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The e-Volution – An Overview 

The e-Volution scenario marked the revenge of online finance. Increasingly sophisticated, technologically-

enabled modeling and decision science analytics made all but the most advanced investors “retail clients.”

“Without a degree like a CPA or a PhD in stochastic modeling, you’re considered a retail investor,” one Thought

Leader predicted. Yet investors understood that technology was the secret to better performance. Since the

1990s, investors had become increasingly comfortable conducting their financial transactions digitally.

Broadband had become ubiquitous and the promise of a financial services revolution augured in the dot-com

era had finally arrived by 2013. Enhanced security guarantees and heightened regulation regarding the Internet

had convinced even the most skeptical that the Internet was a safe and secure mode to conduct financial

transactions – including investments and asset management. Many firms worked to leverage the merger of

digital and financial assets.

The transparency enabled through e-Volution technology benefited clients of all types. Retail clients,

empowered by easy access to an increasingly broad range of investment options, were major contributors to

the growth of Index trackers and ETFs.The electronic revolution saw a growth in assets managed by computers

using quantitative techniques and evolved models. Increasingly, investment decisions were automated, and

relied on technology, moving the industry away from “visual flight” to “instrument flight” in alpha-generation.

Star managers became less prominent as the industry relied on teams of experts for investment decisions; this

further segregated the value chain. Investment was streamlined by integrated asset and liability management

and by European consolidation. Clients were demanding, and highly empowered, and the industry was

generally consolidated into thriving regional markets. Regulation also consolidated, and was applied in a more

sophisticated way. Institutional clients experienced less regulation, however retail clients received more

regulatory protection.

Industry Structure

The asset management industry increasingly shifted towards a quantitative investment management

approach, based on technology and empiricism. The key success factor was the implementation of scientific,

quantitative modelling to create large scale and high alpha generating products. Starting in 2006 the industry

Section IV
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followed innovation processes born within small university entities with larger players buying and/or offering

third-party products, or acquiring smaller, more nimble and specialized shops. The industry followed a similar

path to that travelled by the pharma/biotechnology industry in the mid-1990s, when the race for innovation

and patents between small high tech and life science spin-offs prompted industry consolidation and shifts in

the value chain as large pharma and technology corporations started buying in patents and products.

Industry mergers – the new landscape of asset management

With significant industry mergers, the

landscape of asset management was

dramatically changed. An increased

reliance on technology, and particularly on

empirical models, further transformed

industry structure. The asset management

industry now comprised four major

groups: (1) banks, insurances and financial

institutions, (2) new technology giants

that entered the asset management

market, (3) science-based quantitative

boutiques and (4) IFAs. Interestingly large

banks lost share (-23%), while insurance

companies gained 4% from 2006 to

2013, and IFAs experienced significant gain (+11%). Small quant boutiques and a proportion of technology giants

gained +7%, but these metrics disguised mergers within the industry.

Across major financial institutions the industry saw a series of huge mergers while technology giants and banks

joined forces to maintain and service their broad network of clients and large distribution channels. But the

direction was clear: the more technology driven the industry was becoming, the more it was changing the

structure of large, traditional banks.
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Shockwaves in the traditional distribution networks

Technology, quantitative models, new market players – these all had a striking effect on the segmentation of

the asset management value chain. Increasing outsourcing, quantitative manufacturing and large scale

distribution were common themes. Looking at one of the headline stories developed by a group of Thought

Leaders this becomes clear. Creating the story by using fantasy names as Google/AOL and UBS-Citibank, they

illustrated various aspects of the segmentation of the value chain. These new corporate institutions served as

substitutes for the merger activities within the industry. But more importantly, they revealed that in the e-

Volution scenario, the automation of asset management relied on large infrastructures, international know-

how to maintain and support information technology expertise, cross border networks, intercultural

management solutions and, hence, a clear organization of the spatial division of labour. This meant a strong

focus on operational risk management solutions was crucial to the effective management of this kind of large

infrastructure. To many, mergers between technology and financial institutions seemed a logical consequence.

Similar to the pharma and high tech industry model of the late 1990s, these new asset management

institutions increasingly structured their business by outsourcing important parts of the value chain.

The importance of quantitative modelling changed the nature of manufacturing. Complex and empirically

designed products were produced by specialized boutiques, which served primarily as suppliers to large

distributors. Products might be either large scale distributed, standardized or specialized investment vehicles

designed to meet specific individual client demands. Technology companies already had the skills and tools to

develop these vehicles. This was where large distribution networks came into play. As one headline story

detailed, “In a groundbreaking deal announced yesterday in Shanghai […] the Internet retail world finally

entered mainstream wealth management.The deal combined Google/AOL’s e-distribution capabilities with the

global funds distribution arm of the European/U.S. financial conglomerate (UBS-CitiBank). The deal combined

15 global production centers and extended UBS-CitiBank product suite’s potential reach to the entire Internet

community in the first deal of its kind. The deal sent shockwaves throughout the financial marketplace, with

one competitor proclaiming the beginning of the end for traditional distribution networks.” The

Google/AOL–UBS-CitiBank merger suggested the transformation of the asset management value chain into a

new system of distribution.
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Regulation and reporting

Europe’s asset management industry under e-Volution followed one set of regulations, with a tendency

towards a single regulator. Regulators were more involved, however regulation was simpler with more

transparency. The reporting requirements were greater and better and referred to standardization as well as to

electronic and online reporting facilities. There was no difference between retail and institutional regulation.

Technology giants and small quant boutiques

The industry had consolidated into global players that distributed their own product. The distribution channel

was streamlined, with few intermediary players, and often the client had direct access (through transparency

and visibility) to view transactions across the value chain, affecting margins and performance-based fees.

Additional third-party offerings were provided by flexible, innovative shops (often quickly acquired to broaden

a global player’s footprint, or to complement a portfolio of offerings). This mix could innovate quickly, and

could satisfy broad demand created by distribution channel.

Two major stating points were identified. First, the strategic

allocation of non-financial technology giants such as

Google or eBay within the Asset Management industry

activated large scale investments in online platforms that

focused on automating both the value chain and the

communication process with costumers. Customers

demanded innovative and sustainable investment

opportunities with risk adjusted performance. The classical

blockbuster financial institutions could not satisfy clients

with traditional asset management tools.Technology giants

were able to jump into this gap, providing both low cost means to manage increasingly large numbers of

transactions while enabling economies of scale across rising demand for highly customized client management.
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Secondly, the increasing implementation of quantitative finance in academic research, dating to early 2000,

led to a series of specialized spin-offs, financed primarily by large financial institutions. These spin-offs

developed efficient tools that transformed investment decisions from a management-based relationship to a

technology-driven process. As the headline story “From visual flight to flight with instruments” claimed, the

asset management industry undertook this shift promising a higher alpha and lower risk: “The time of the

dinosaurs is over […]. Only computers manage our investments and performance is great. I hope this trend will

continue.” As the key metrics of the scenario showed, this process had its effect. Within seven years, the

industry doubled the total assets in investment funds from 6.5 trillion Euro to 13 trillion Euro.

Investor Profile: Sophisticated clients – but not really a focus

e-Volution suggested the advent of a sophisticated and educated client in 2013. The learning investor stood

for future orientation, European thinking and was well-versed in technology. He used the Internet to gain

access to a broad variety of information and he participated in online platforms to maintain contact with other

investors. The development of independent, client-based rating systems, similar to eBay’s rating system, was

seen by some as the beginning of a new powerful market driver, which financial institutions had to observe

carefully. Yet many saw that regional relationships continued to matter.

Yet some were concerned that access to globally-available information networks and the harmonization and

standardization of regulatory activities could stall the industry’s growth. It was not clear if high alpha

generating products, based on quantitative models, as well as the rise of large-scale distribution channels

benefited the customer, as they could easily disguise opaque (non-transparent) processes, characteristic for

high alpha-orientated products. In this scenario, the industry seemed to rely more on high margins generation

and performance than on customer satisfaction. Yet clients had greater and deeper access to information on

both metrics. Clients with specified and individual demands tended to be advised by IFAs, and regulation

supported this trend. Regulatory harmonization among EU member states and the use of IT-based reporting

systems helped IFAs to manage increasing costs of regulation, and their significant growth of market share in

this scenario counterbalanced the increasing automation of customer interactions overall.
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Finally, it was not clear if the current developments within this scenario could achieve a balance of

performance, service and advice. e-Volution marked the break-up of the asset management industry into one

that was more performance and alpha oriented, and in which the customer was clearly no longer the focus.Yet

through technology, investors had a range of opportunities to become sophisticated and broadly informed as

well as a powerful part of the value chain.

Figure 20: Margins and Growth. e-Volution: “Low margin in hedges due to transparency in investment mechanism.”
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New Order
Two groups of Thought Leaders chose to examine this scenario, which posits a

true democratization of finance, including the arising of Ebays in Asset

Management and a globalized market with space for both the big players and the

boutiques. Compared to today it would entail a highly empowered consumer

and significant change, says one Thought Leader. “In this scenario, there

would be a constant number of new people joining the fund-trading party.”
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“Gold Man Rules”
The Merger of Goldman Sachs and the MAN Group has taken the hedge fund industry
to a completely new playing field – the combined firm manages today more than
$500 billion in hedge fund assets and was expected to profit disproportionately from
the expected high growth of alternative assets. The hedge fund arm of
Goldman/MAN accounted for more than 70% of the firm’s 2013 profits, up from
50% just two years ago. According to some industry experts, “boutique” investment
firms – be they independently-owned or as part of bigger financial service firms –
controlled control close to 50% of the global asset management market in 2013.

“The Baton is Passed”
Three years after the surprise acquisition of Fidelity by Microsoft, MiFidelity signed up
its 100,000,000th customer – in China! What had initially been punished by the
markets as a value-destroying acquisition was now seen as one of the smartest
moves ever by Gates and Co. The rapid development of the Chinese market has
surprised even the most optimistic forecasters and has now surpassed the United
States in number of customers. This surprise success validates the decision to include
the MiFidelity application within the standard Microsoft software package.

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
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“Individuals beat Institutions”
A study by Google Asset Management revealed it was the leading fund platform in
2013, with 1 billion clients globally for their retail funds. Average performance of
GLeAM clients for the fifth year in a row exceeded institutional clients (meaning
those managing in excess of 1 billion) by 50 bp. The breadth of product, access to
information and fund selection module offered by GLeAM enabled investors to realize
this excess performance. GLeAM’s institutional offering, although only built in 2009,
had already reached the size of Watson Wyatt.

“The Changing Face of Asset
Management”
Only a few years ago, in 2010, most private investors owned a few different funds

for the long term. This picture has changed completely. At the end of 2012, the
volume in structured products had overtaken mutual funds in term of market value
for the first time. An ever-increasing share of profit was coming from fund trading.

Headlines of Tomorrow

Scenario
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“The Indian Sunset”
Mr. Jean Claude Masson, the last remaining employee of Dexia in Luxembourg proudly closed the
great green doors of the old office for the last time. As offshoring has gathered pace over the last few
years, the fund servicing operations in the Grand Duchy have slimmed down and offices have been
closing by the dozen.

“If we can’t play, you don’t pay”
CEO Ned Johnson Jr. proudly announced that Fidelity planned to remain head of the Premiership
division for the seventh year running: “We have the talent, we have the team and our philosophy is
a winner. If we don’t deliver the outstanding performance our customers have grown to expect, we
don’t believe we deserve a fee. We’re passionate about our business and committed to our
performance so we’re putting our money where our mouth is!”

Headlines of Tomorrow

“The 3-year-old Mayfly”
Researchers announced the result of a rejuvenation experiment where a simple mayfly was treated
multiple times and is still alive after three years – over 1,000 times its normal life expectancy. Other
labs reported success in extending the life expectancy of mice tenfold. How will these breakthroughs
impact demographics? Will the old-young stay retired? Does a 90-year-old in a 30-year-old’s body
deserve a pension?

Scenario
Perfect Balance   Cottage Industry   e-Volution  New Order
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“Chinese King of the Jungle.”
The soaring success of UBS’s flagship Panda China mutual fund reached a staggering 1 trillion Euro
under management. Its popularity was enhanced by several prominent research recommendations.
Assets invested in China have reached almost 50% of typical model portfolios in recent years,
reflecting the lack of alternative growth stories in Europe.

“Google Grabs the Market.”
Google tops the list on cross-border distribution of mutual funds, with the lowest cost in comparison
to traditional players and its focus on pure distribution, rather than advice.

Headlines of Tomorrow
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Business

1. Concentration of AM in
banks with a simultaneous
growth of boutique business
under the motto “either big
and broad or small and
specialized”

2. Disintermediation and
unbundling in the value chain
supports the focusing on core
competencies in back office-
procedures, manufacturing
and distribution

3. Product proliferation and
customization is driven by
interest rates and growth

4. A certain number of players
in AM will turn down their
production and strengthen
their distribution which leads
to 2 co-existing distribution-
models: the Wal-Mart-type
and highly selected and
customized

5. A centralized business
model of marketing and
servicing shapes a structure of
global manufacturing with
local distribution

Regulation

1. Growing harmonization is
a must for transparency and
key element for regulation-
orientated efficiency

2. Small players suffer from
regulatory burdens whereas
bigger players profit from
cost efficient automation

3. Clarity of global standards
is a bonus for customer
protection who’s burden it is
to pay for this additional
security (Investor Protection)

4. Stringent development in
regulation covers all aspects
of the value chain in AM

Technology

1. Technological development
facilitates clients access to
information by
standardizations

2. Vertical and horizontal
integration in the value chain
makes “real-time”-execution
and “do-it-yourself”-
manufacturing a off-the-shelf
technology

3. Newly opened distribution
channels and enhanced access
to information makes it
increasingly difficult to create
alpha with quantitative based
approaches

4. Customized product
construction and handling
boosts efficiency and
effectiveness

5. New distribution channels
evolve from eBay and
Microsoft MSNBC and lead to
direct customer focused
marketing from consumer
databases

Investors Profile

1. More sophisticated and
better informed Investors
increase the demand for a
polarized product range which
“meets the needs”

2. Trading orientation reduces
the relationship driven
investment process and
locality bonus – “greedy and
cost sensitive”

3. Advisory still is a cornerstone
component but is challenged
by mass customization,
depending on the underlying
investors profiles

4. Increasingly challenging
liquid and illiquid exposures
evolve a higher differentiation
between income and growth
driven investors

5. A Globally orientated and
independent investor likes to
shop around and compare
products which increases
demands on access platforms
and the competitiveness of
products in terms of faster asset
reallocation and higher turnover

Table 14: Key Characteristics
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Scenarios: Total Assets under Management

New Order: “Innovation and empowered investors boost the business“

Scenarios: Investment Channels (EU)

New Order: “Exceptional growth supports IFAs and Others”

Scenarios: Asset Allocation

New Order: “Fast growth and consolidation are shaping the product horizon“

Scenarios: Investment Channels (UK)

New Order: “Exceptional growth supports boutiques and online asset managers””

Figure 21: Key Metrics
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The New Order – An Overview

This scenario posits a true democratization of finance, including the ascension of companies such as eBay in

asset management and an increasingly globalized market with room for both the big players and the boutiques.

Compared to 2005, New Order entails a highly empowered consumer and significant change, says one Thought

Leader: “In this scenario, there would be a constant number of new people joining the fund-trading party.”

Industry Structure 

Some banks functioned primarily as technology/transaction platforms, combined

with a strong marketing/branding. Many non-core activities were increasingly

outsourced to specialized firms/asset managers. Some banks would become huge

trading operations/hedge funds (i.e. Goldman). A very large number of boutiques,

which were highly specialized, would develop. And even those organized under

one roof for operational efficiency, would keep their investment-strategy

independence. This was an investor-need driven environment. The client stated

their preference and technology found the right product. Individuals would have

access to most professional tools online and technology facilitated access to all

information for clients, similar to the way stock-trading technology worked in

2005. Manufacturing and servicing was global whereas distribution was local.

Asset management was concentrated primarily in banks, with a simultaneous growth of boutique business

under the motto “either big and broad or small and specialised.” Disintermediation and unbundling in the value

chain supported a focus on core competencies in back office-procedures, manufacturing and distribution.

Product proliferation and customization was driven by interest rates and growth. A certain number asset

management players turned down their production and strengthened their distribution which led to two co-

existing distribution-models: a so-called “Wal-Mart type,” and “highly selected and customized.”The industry’s

marketing and servicing business model was centralized, and shaped the structure of global manufacturing and

distribution.
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Regulation and Reporting

Very transparent and detailed reporting

becomes a must, meaning on-line/on-time

reporting, and the prohibition of kick-

backs, retro-cessions, soft dollars etc.

Growing harmonization was a must for

transparency and a key element for

regulation-orientated efficiency. Small

players suffered from regulatory burdens

whereas bigger players profited from cost

efficient automation. Clarity around global

standards was a bonus for customer

protection, whose burden it was to pay

for this additional security (Investor

Protection). Stringent development in regulation covered all aspects of the asset management value chain.

Role of Technology

Technological development facilitated client access to information via standardizations.Vertical and horizontal

integration in the value chain made “real-time” execution and “do-it-yourself” manufacturing an off-the-shelf

technology. Newly-opened distribution channels and enhanced access to information made it increasingly

difficult to create alpha with quantitative based approaches. Customized product construction and handling

boosted efficiency and effectiveness. New distribution channels evolved from models pioneered by eBay and

Microsoft’s MSNBC and led to direct customer-focused marketing from consumer databases.
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Profile of the Investor

Investors preferred to shop around, were more sophisticated and better educated, but at the same time greedy

and cost-sensitive, meaning they were only prepared to pay for what they really wanted. There was a higher

differentiation between income- and growth-driven investors and a faster asset reallocation created more

frequent funds-switchers; customer loyalty was not a given, making retention strategies key.

Investors were more sophisticated and better informed, increasing the demand for a polarized product range

which “met the needs.” Trading orientation reduced the relationship-driven investment process and locality

bonus – “greedy and cost sensitive.” Advisory activity was still a cornerstone component but was challenged

by mass customization, depending on the underlying investors’ profiles. Increasingly, challenging liquid and

illiquid exposures evolved a higher differentiation between income- and growth-driven investors. A globally-

orientated and independent investor liked to shop around and compare products which increased demands on

access platforms and the competitiveness of products in terms of faster asset reallocation and higher turnover.

Figure 22: Margins and Growth. New Order: “Overall lowest margins due to higher market competition”
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From Scenario to Reality?
The process of evaluating the scenarios does not end with their stories, but

begins with their debate. Thought Leaders were asked to assess each scenario’s

likelihood to come to pass in 2013 and its desirability.
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FROM SCENARIO TO REALITY?

The process of evaluating the scenarios does not end with their stories, but begins with their debate. Thought

Leaders were asked to assess each scenario’s likelihood to come to pass in 2013 and its desirability. Based upon

the results of the survey, the Thought Leaders as a group appear optimistic, ranking the scenarios in exactly the

same order for both questions. As a clear reflection of the uncertainty surrounding the sector, three out of the

four scenarios were considered to be relatively high in terms of both likelihood and desirability. The Cottage

Industry was the outlier – very undesirable and most unlikely. Furthermore, there was a wide range of opinions

among the Thought Leaders and the participants who joined the evening session to hear and evaluate the

initial results following the TLS.

Figure 23: Thought Leader assessment of the likelihood and desirability of the scenarios

EARLY INDICATORS

As discussed earlier, scenarios provide outlines of possible futures. Guideposts along the road to those futures

can serve as early indicators of future developments. Six broad clusters of indicators, both inside and outside

the direct parameters of the industry, are identified hereafter.
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Political / Regulatory  TLS participants believed that the pace of economic and political consolidation of the

new EU states would give a sense of the relative direction of the overall political direction of the EU, and of

future expansion and the related opportunities.The rate and degree of industry change will be impacted by the

relative degree of cross border consolidation, in turn affected by the relevant competitive authorities and

protectionist tendencies. Close attention should be paid at the local, national and regional levels to the

regulatory framework as well as movement towards regulatory harmonization, the facilitation of cross-border

transactions, and the challenges of multi-regulatory compliance across financial services – insurance vs.

banking vs. brokerage vs. advisory, etc. Finally, and potentially most important to the fundamental structure of

the industry, will be the developments of pension frameworks, incentives and the financial strength of the

relative bodies – as well as the test case of supporting pensions if a financial crisis does appear.
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Taxation frameworks are an interesting indicator of the relative attractiveness of key sectors, and of the degree

of cooperation – and competition – across financial centers. For example, some tax structures favor

partnerships versus corporate structures. The protection of individual investors, requirements for pricing

disclosure, and standardizing of regulations of advisors are also potential issues whose regulatory framework

could provide indicators of future direction.

Economic / Industry  The broad economic frameworks and relative growth rates have enormous impact on

financial market performance and volatility, and the wide range of resultant issues ranging from the risk

appetite of institutional and individual investors, to relative savings rates, and adequacy of pensions. This is a

major determinant of the future of the industry, especially given the tendency of financial market and industry

events to cluster and bring about major market reforms driven by political and economic agendas (e.g., the

events leading up to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and the investigations lead by New York Attorney General

Eliot Spitzer and their impact on the role and independence of equity analysts).

The rate of formation of financial boutiques, spin outs from larger institutions, or their re-integration will also

be an interesting leading indicator of structural changes. Moves by larger players to spin out asset

management, or to focus on distribution, or to develop robust business models focused on areas such as

advice, will be further clues. The entry, either directly or through acquisitions, of new and non-traditional

players, especially those with strong distribution and client franchises such as eBay or Google, will be a further

indicator. Finally, the fundamentals of the trading world, from the status of integration of exchanges to the

conflicting and overlapping trends of exploding volumes and collapsing pricing, directly affect the dynamics

and economics of the “underlying” assets involved.

Client Focus  Process towards the realization of client focus (“market of one”), affecting everything ranging

from performance, to communication, product development, reporting, and transparency, is a key indicator to

watch. An important early indicator could be found in the recognition and open debate about conflicts of

interest and the set up of mechanisms to deal with those as they arise. Indications of clients taking control and

driving the institutions towards increased client focus would include the take-up of investor education and the

effectiveness and impact of client rating and price comparison tools. In addition, high profile and active investor

rights associations, with a consumer protection interest, will shift the focus.
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The significance of brand, and its relative importance versus performance, also remains a continuing debate in

the industry, and can take on varying importance and effectiveness in the context of different structural

changes in the industry.

Technology  Across the industry, the level and form of investment in technologies, from back bone through

communication to ultimately software and customer interface, will be a strong indicator. In addition, the timing

and structure of entirely new platforms versus incremental improvements or product extensions of existing

platform will provide a sense of direction. The predictable improvements in technology, computational speed,

storage, and system intelligence, will determine the potential for the underlying decision making of investments

to be driven online. Standardization of client and information, processing, and an underlying unity of platforms

will also help accelerate change. On the client side, the rate of broadband penetration and the proliferation and

subsequent integration of multiple channels and devices, will all impact the way clients view technology.

Investment Products  The composition and key trends of investment approaches discussed earlier are all key

components. Given the history of financial innovation, it is clear that by 2013, there will be completely new

asset classes and widely used structures. The role and integration of liability management and the awareness

of risk management are additional areas to track for indicators. Finally, the emphasis on transparency, on

genuinely effective communication and “white box” versus “black box,” will result in the reengineering of

products to achieve those objectives. The role of advice and the willingness to unbundle advice from

investment products and develop sustainable business models for advice led institutions will also be a strong

indicator.

Social / Demographics  Tracking the continued demographic shifts, and the increased role that an aging society

plays, will be critical for the industry. One key indicator, for example, is the status of the legally required

retirement age, as well as the general working/retirement frameworks. These issues, combined with the

looming challenges of an aging population and their joint demands for robust funding of pensions, healthcare

and social services, will clearly create new dynamics, new risks, new players and new opportunities.
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Open Questions 
and Industry Agenda
“Success in the future depends not just on the study of the future, but on

the future success of decisions taken today.” Shell Scenarios Group



The premise of the Thought Leadership Summits is that the

keenest insights at times of uncertainty can be gained

through challenging conversations with peers and

colleagues, inside – and outside – the immediate industry.

Through our choice of topic and structure, we challenged

the conventional view of individual experts extrapolating

from today till tomorrow. During the Thought Leadership

Summit, and the interviews and Strategic Dialogues which

preceded the January 17th event, the producers saw the

benefit of structured dialogues across the industry. We

chose scenario planning as a technique, based on the premise that the strategic decisions which the industry

face today must reflect the realities of strategic uncertainty, and that there is clear value to providing a cross

industry framework for understanding those uncertainties.

The continued and sustained profitability of asset management industry is, in a way, paralyzing for many

players.Yet, the core drivers for change march along, and the risks and opportunities are slowly but clearly being

avoided – and embraced.

The scenarios from the Thought Leaders were developed to answer one core question: What will be the shape

of the Asset Management industry in the future? Our purpose was to gain a better, wider view of how the

future may unfold. We therefore worked to invite Thought Leaders from across the industry and the relevant

geographies, whose areas of expertise varied widely. This diverse and powerful group of Thought Leaders

expanded their focus beyond one forecast, which is rarely the real future regardless of the experts involved –

and explored four possible future worlds. The Thought Leaders throughout the Summit and its precedents

showed imagination and discipline. Those worlds ranged from one that quickly descended into an almost

“medieval” chaos, as one Thought Leader described The Cottage Industry, to e-Volution and New Order, which

were more optimistic, to a fourth scenario that sounded suspiciously like a continuation of the current

structure – Perfect Balance.
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These four views of the future powerfully demonstrated the potential impact of discontinuous change – versus

the traditional incremental and slow pace of change in the industry. We recognize that these four scenarios do

not predict the future – however, it is a powerful technique to avoid the risk of believing that the challenges

of yesterday are the challenges of tomorrow. Our purpose was also to start the process of identifying the early

indicators to the future, therefore allowing industry participants to recognize a shift in pattern, and adapt more

quickly.

Our objective was to tackle questions about the future, and

to reduce complexity – by taking a very strategic and cross-

industry perspective, suspending for a bit the common

refrain of “our industry is different.” Through these

scenarios, we have started the process of identifying the

new rules of the game – from the potentially exploding

importance of the client, and the risks for those who don’t

focus on that concern, to the increasing importance of

technology – not as a back office necessary evil, but as a

determinant of winners and losers.

A clear take-away from the Summit was that key strategic uncertainty is the pace of change and development

towards a single market in financial services in Europe. This area can and must remain a top priority for all

players, whether local or regional or global. The expansion of this debate, the timetable for implementation,

and the call to action should ring across the sector. How will these potential changes affect the industry?

Where are the business opportunities that may arise – and how can the industry appreciate and deliver on

those? Where should the individual player invest – and how should they evaluate the importance of that

investment? These and others are amongst the key issues.
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Thought Leaders:

Xavier Azalbert

Thomas A. Bergenroth

Joost Bergsma

Stefan T. Bichsel

Pierre Bollon

Vincent Camerlynck 

David Claus

Christophe Chupot

Simon Cleary

Napier Collyns

Mark Cunnington

John Dallas

Jérôme Delhaye

Thierry Delley

Gina Domanig

Alain Dubois

Marcel Erni

Fabio Galli

Philip Garcia

Hans Geiger

Thomas Huber

Alexander Ineichen

Stefan Jaecklin

Thomas Kubr

Alain Leclair

Walter Meier

Robert Nef

Ulrich Niederer

Erik Pointillart

Ray Soudah

Magnus Spence

Albert R. Stutz

Chairman, Valgo

Senior Vice President & Managing Director, State Street Corporation

Global Head of Strategy, ABN AMRO Asset Management

Partner of the Group Holding Company, Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch & Cie

CEO, AFG - Association Francaise de Gestion

Global Head of Business Development, BNP Paribas Asset Management 

Head of Investment Manager Services - Continental Europe, The Bank of New York

Head of Asset Management & Chief Financial Officer, Reed MIDEM

Head of Securities Market, SWIFT

Co-Founder, Global Business Network

Director, EMEA, Financial Times

Director, CSTIM

New Business Development Director, Reed MIDEM

Head of Financial Services, Office for Economic Development, Canton of Zurich

Head of Private Equity, SAM Sustainable Asset Management

Chairman, Lyxor Asset Management

CIO, Executive Vice Chairman, Partners Group

Director General, Assogestioni - associazione del risparmio gestito

Head of Client Service EMEA, T. Rowe Price

Professor of Finance, Swiss Banking Institute, University of Zurich

Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers

Managing Director, UBS

Managing Director, Mercer Oliver Wyman

Managing Director, Capital Dynamics

Chairman, AFG - Association Francaise de Gestion 

Chairman & CEO, mPerical Asset Management

Managing Director, Swiss Re

Chairman UBS Global Asset Management Switzerland, UBS

CEO, Ecureuil Gestion

Founder, Millenium Associates

Director of European Research, Financial Research Corporation

Chief Operating Officer, Horizon21
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Mark Tennant

Martin Vogel

Marc Vollenweider

Philipp Vorndran

Keynote Speaker:

Alain Leclair

Host:

Paul Zilk

Facilitator:

Susan Kish

Moderator:

Bruno Giussani

Table Facilitators:

Chris Gopsill

Patrice Gorin

Christian Köpe

Christian Kruse

Giovanni Perone

Senior Adviser, JPMorgan Securities

Managing Director, Julius Baer Holding

CEO, Evalueserve

CEO Germany & Senior Investment Strategist, Credit Suisse Asset Management

Chairman, AFG - Association Francaise de Gestion Financière

CEO, Reed MIDEM

CEO, First Tuesday Zurich

Author, Founder, Giussani Group LLC

Director, i4one

Associate, Prescient Leaders, LLC

Board Member, First Tuesday Zurich

Head Swiss Financial Center Watch, Swiss Banking Institute, University of Zurich

Founding Member and Partner, APEAK



Alain Leclair
Chairman, AFG - Association Francaise de Gestion Financière

Alain Leclair is the Chairman of AFG (French Asset Management Association), and was elected to that position in
1997. Alain also chaired from 1999 to 2000 FEFSI (European Federation of Investment Funds and Companies), which
has become the European Federation of Asset Management (EFAMA). Alain is Vice-Chairman of the European Savings
Institute (OEE) since 1999. He is chairman of the Executive Committee of Institute Europlace de Finance which was
launched March 2003. He is a member of the “Banks and Markets Committee” of the French Banks Association (FBF)
and member of the advisory board of the FRR, the French Public Retirement Pension Fund.

Alain has held several positions with the investment banking division at Paribas and headed its stockmarket division.
He was the founder and chairman of Paribas Asset Management SA – the asset management company of the Paribas
Group - (1984-2000). Today he is founder-Vice Chairman of the asset management company “La Française des
Placements.”

Alain is a graduate of “École des Hautes Etudes Commerciales” (HEC, 1962) and of the “Institut d’Etudes Politiques”
de Paris (1964).
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Thomas Huber
Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers

With PricewaterhouseCoopers, Thomas Huber has about 16 years of audit and consulting experience in financial
services business.

Currently,Thomas leads the Investment Management and Real Estate (IMRE) industry sector in Switzerland and serves
a portfolio of clients in his function as responsible audit partner. The IMRE sector is fully focussed on asset
management and embraces sub-sectors, including Alternative Business (Private Equity, Hedge Funds), traditional
mutual funds business, Real Estate as well as Investment Performance Measurement Services. Furthermore, Thomas
is a member of the European Investment Management Real Estate Leadership of PricewaterhouseCoopers as well as
a member of the wider Global Investment Management Real Estate leadership team.

Previously, Thomas was 2 years with a Swiss Assurance Broker. He graduated from the Zurich School of Economics
and is a Swiss certified public accountant. He lives with his family near Zurich in Möriken (canton of Aargovie),
Switzerland.
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Mark Cunnington
Director EMEA, Financial Times

Mark Cunnington has worked for the Financial Times group for over 8 years. He was recently appointed to the
European management team of the Financial Times where he runs the Funds business. This role encompasses all
aspects of the FT’s engagement with the fund management industry including the weekly supplement FTfm and
www.FT.com/funds. He is responsible for strategy, editorial direction and P&L management.

Previously, he ran a UK retail finance publishing operation – this included titles such as Investors Chronicle (the UK’s
leading magazine for UK private investors) and Financial Adviser (the UK’s leading magazine for intermediaries). More
recently, he launched a joint-venture publication with the BBC – How to be Better Off, a mass-market personal
finance magazine.

Mark has an MA from the University of London and has attended The London Business School’s General Management
and Strategy programmes.
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Marc Vollenweider
CEO, Evalueserve

Marc Vollenweider is CEO and founder of Evalueserve, a professional services company with Knowledge Centers in
India & China. Prior to this, Marc was a Principal with McKinsey & Co. in Switzerland and India. He spent two years
in the Delhi office and was in charge of the McKinsey Knowledge Center, an internal research operation providing
services to McKinsey consultants worldwide. He was also actively involved in both financial services and
pharmaceuticals consulting practices in Switzerland and India.

Marc has an MBA from INSEAD, France and a Masters in Telecommunications from the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, Zurich.



Xavier Azalbert
Chairman, Valgo

Xavier Azalbert has over 20 years of experience in finance, investment, technology and
starting businesses.

In his most recent position as President of Valgo (founded in 2004) he is raising the first
European Fund for Remediation. Xavier is co-leading the development of a land reclaiming

business where they purchase prime location polluted land from the industrious past and remediate it.

Previously Xavier was a founder of enba, a financial service incubator where he started first-e, the first internet bank
in Europe. Prior to being an entrepreneur, Xavier was European Marketing Director at Fidelity Brokerage, where he was
responsible for redeveloping the private customer brokerage services. Before that Xavier worked with McKinsey & Co.
for seven years, where he specialised in financial services and telecommunications issues.

Xavier sits on the board of Xelector plc, Moneybookers ltd,Valgo and Megu Capital. He holds a PhD in econometrics,
an MSc in economics and finance and a BSc in mathematics from the University of MIT and Toulouse, France.

Thomas A. Bergenroth
Senior Vice President & Managing Director, State Street Corporation

Thomas Bergenroth, Senior Vice President and Managing Director, is a member of State
Street’s Global Relationship Management Board and the relationship executive for
Continental Europe. In this role, he is the investment management community’s primary
senior contact responsible for State Street’s strategic representation in the region. He is
Chairman of the German Philanthropy Committee, overseeing State Street’s activities with

the local community and also leads the Banks European Inclusion activities.

Thomas joined State Street in 1988 in the marketing department. He was promoted to vice president in 1992 and
marketing director for continental European markets in 1993. After transferring to Boston for a year to work in
international financial services, Mr. Bergenroth returned to Munich in 1997 to be general manager of State Street Bank
GmbH.

Thomas received a law degree from Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munich. He is a member of the Board of the
International Bankers’ Forum (IBF), Germany’s largest Association represented in the financial services Industry.
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Joost Bergsma
Managing Director, Global Head of Strategy, ABN AMRO Asset Management

Joost Bergsma joined ABN AMRO in 1995 in the Corporate Finance department in London
as a member of the transaction execution team. In 1998, Joost was appointed as Head of
Power & Utilities Europe, building ABN AMRO’s merger and acquisition activities in this
sector from a predominantly Dutch base into a highly successful franchise. In 2002, Joost
was appointed as Head of Strategic Advisory to advise a number of ABN AMRO’s energy

clients in emerging markets.

Prior to joining ABN AMRO, Joost spent five years at SG Warburg & Co. in the M&A Advisory department based in
London working on a variety of transactions across the investment banking product spectrum in equity, debt and
M&A. In his current role as global head of strategy at ABN AMRO Asset Management, Joost has worked on the
development and implementation of the Ambition Leading to Results strategic review. In addition, Joost has played
a key role in making ABN AMRO Asset Management a focused investment company through the sale of non core
assets including the ABN AMRO’s trust activities. Joost read Law at Leiden University (the Netherlands) and holds a
Master of Business Administration from INSEAD Fontainebleau (France).

Stefan T. Bichsel
Partner of the Group Holding Company, Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch & Cie

As of January 1, 2006 Stefan T. Bichsel is Partner of the Group Holding Company at
Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch & Cie in Geneva. Prior to joining Lombard Odier, Stefan was
with Robeco Groep NV, Netherlands, and responsible for Robeco’s international activities.
In June 2005, Stefan was elected president of EFAMA, representing the industry interests of
23 country associations and numerous corporate members at the European level and assets

in excess of EUR 10 trillion.

From 1987 until 1993, Stefan was with Pictet & Cie., private bankers in Geneva. He left to become CEO and President
of Swissca Holding AG. Under his leadership Swissca grew to become the number three ranked investment fund
company in Switzerland and one of the leading institutional asset managers. From 1999-2002, he was the Chairman
of the Swiss Funds Association.

Stefan started his career at UBS, and left to take a Master of Law degree at Georgetown University in Washington
DC, and was admitted to the New York and Connecticut Bar. From 1986 to 1987 he was a Foreign Associate at a law
firm in New York. Stefan studied law at the universities of Lausanne and Berne, and was admitted to the Bar in 1982.
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Pierre Bollon
CEO, AFG - Association Francaise de Gestion

Pierre Bollon is the Chief Executive of AFG, the French investment funds and asset managers
trade association. AFG members manage more than 2,200 Billion Euros on behalf of
institutional and private investors, including regulated hedge and private equity funds. Pierre
is a board member of the European Funds and Asset Managers Association, a member of the
Support Office of International Investment Funds Association, and secretary general of the

European Savings Institute. He is Vice Chairman of the French Study Center for Corporate Social Responsibility, and
a member of the Board of Governors and Treasurer of the International Corporate Governance Network.Before
joining AFG in September 1997, Pierre worked within the French Prime Minister’s office and Treasury, followed by
seven years as advisor to the chairman and director of economic and financial affairs of the French Federation of
Insurance Companies.

Pierre graduated from the École Nationale d’Administration and the École des Hautes Etudes Commerciales (HEC).
He has a master degree in law, and graduated from the Centre des Hautes Etudes d’Assurances, the Paris Institute of
Political Studies, and the International Management Program (HEC, Stern Business School – New York University and
Esade - Barcelona).

Vincent Camerlynck
Global Head of Business Development, BNP Paribas Asset Management 

Vincent Camerlynck joined BNP PAM in August 2005. Prior to that he had worked for
Goldman Sachs as co-head of the equity group in France since joining in 2002, and was
appointed Managing Director in 2004. From 1990 to 1998, he worked in London for HSBC
Investment Bank in charge of the international distribution of European equities. From
1987 to 1990,Vincent worked in New York as the representative of the Belgian investment

bank Petercam.
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David Claus
Managing Director, THE BANK OF NEW YORK

David Claus has over 10 years experience in the funds industry. David is responsible for the
Bank’s business with Investment Managers in Continental Europe. David joined The Bank of
New York in London in late 2000 and occupied various positions in the business
development and fund services areas.

Prior to joining The Bank of New York, David worked for Fortis Investments in Brussels for 2 years, where he was in charge
of third party fund distribution, after having also worked with institutional clients. David was simultaneously acting as
COO for their Luxembourg entity tasked with distribution and outsourced fund administration. Previously, he had spent
nearly 5 years with Credit Agricole in Luxembourg in the fund servicing business.

Christophe Chupot
Head of Asset Management & Chief Financial Officer, Reed MIDEM

Christophe Chupot has more than 15 years of executive experience in finance across several
companies and countries.

He is Head of the Asset Management Department at Reed MIDEM, and leads the launch of
a series of summits aiming at becoming the reference in the Asset Management industry. In

addition, he is the CFO of Reed MIDEM, a global leader in the organisation of international, professional markets.

Previously, Christophe spent 12 years in various financial positions in the automotive industry, initially with Renault, with
significant international experience in the Internal Audit department. More recently, he held a variety of executive
positions at Valeo, first in Corporate Finance at the Group level in a highly developing and demanding context, then as
Finance Director of various subsidiaries in different South American and European countries such as Argentina (3
years) and Italy (2 years).

He has an engineering background and earned an MBA from ESSEC Business School in Paris. Christophe lives with his
family in Fontainebleau, close to Paris.



Simon Cleary
Head of Securities Market, SWIFT

Simon Cleary is Director of Securities Markets, responsible for defining/ implementing
SWIFT’s strategy for the securities markets. In his 6 years there, SWIFT has evolved from
focusing on settlement flows to activities covering the entire securities and investment funds
transaction lifecycles.

Prior to joining SWIFT, Simon was the business manager responsible for Citibank’s UK in-flow business. He also worked
for Citi in Global Custody Product Management and for two years ran Global Product Development for the Global
and Wholesale Custody businesses.

Previously Simon ran the London-based Account Administration unit for Global Custody at the Bank of New York and
performed operational management roles at Chase in the UK & Luxembourg.

Napier Collyns
Cofounder, Global Business Network

Napier Collyns is a cofounder of Global Business Network. He is a board member of the
Arlington Institute and the Meridian International Institute, a fellow of the World Academy
of Art and Science, and a member of Forum 21, International Futures Forum, and the
editorial boards of Omnipedia-Thinking for Tomorrow and Geopolitics of Energy. Until
recently, he was a senior associate of Cambridge Energy Research Associates, a public

director of the New York Mercantile Exchange, editor-at-large for Doubleday Currency, a board member of the
Strategic Management Society and a participant in the ICIS Forum.

Before joining GBN, Napier spent more than 30 years in the international oil industry. He was a senior member of
the small team at Shell that developed scenario planning in the early 1970s. Since 1988 he has been scenario
consultant to the Californian Energy Commission and has helped the national oil companies of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
and Venezuela, to develop their own scenario planning processes.

Napier has master's degrees in history from the University of Cambridge and Brown University. Napier resides in New
York City, Berkeley, and London.
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Jérôme Delhaye
New Business Development Director, Reed MIDEM

John Dallas
Director, CSTIM

John Dallas is a founding director of CSTIM Limited. Prior to founding CSTIM Limited, John
spent two and a half years as an Executive Consultant with Ernst & Young’s Investment
Management Group, where he led and developed the Group into a leading consultancy
practice.

John had previously spent five years with Prudential Portfolio Managers in the UK and has worked in Asia, America
and Africa. John is an investment management and systems specialist with over 15 years of global industry experience
covering the “think, build and operate” spectrum for financial services businesses.

He is a Chartered Management Accountant (ACMA), an Associate of the UK Society of Investment Professionals
(ASIP), a Certified Management Consultant (CMC) and a member of the Association for Project Management.

John earned a Bachelor of Commerce degree at the University of Cape Town.

Jérôme Delhaye recently joined Reed MIDEM, in charge of new business development.
Jérôme is responsible for: Identifying new areas where Reed MIDEM could expand its
knowledge and expertise, focussing on the Asset Management industry and Real Estate;
finding and creating new formats and events and spreading geographically existing events.

Previously Jérôme worked with The Boston Consulting Group, in the New York and Paris offices. He led various
assignments in the financial services and real estate sectors. Amongst others, he participated in the turnaround of a
private wealth management institution based in New York and in compliance projects for a major European Asset
Management firm.

Prior to joining BCG, Jérôme was the Access Network Manager of Fujitsu in Paris, where he helped to launch the first
Fujitsu Telecom operation in France.

Jérôme has a French Engineering Degree. He earned an MBA from Columbia Business School, New York City. He lives
in Paris with his family.
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Dr. Thierry Delley
Head of Financial Services, Office for Economic Development, Canton of Zurich

Thierry Delley is Head of Financial Services at the Office for Economic Development of the
Canton of Zurich, where he is in charge of the Financial Center Initiative. Thierry is also co-
founder and Managing Partner of Unicorn Asset Management. He worked as a financial
consultant with Merrill Lynch. Prior to joining Merrill Lynch he started his professional
career in the year 1995 with Bank Leu, where he was in charge of the Iberic markets.

Thierry holds a Master of Business Administration degree and he completed his studies with a doctoral thesis at the
University of Zurich.

Gina Domanig
Head of Private Equity, SAM Sustainable Asset Management

Gina Domanig is Head of SAM Private Equity, the venture-capital division of SAM
Sustainable Asset Management, which manages over €150 mio of venture capital funds
invested across Europe, North America and Australia. Gina and her team started up the
venture capital activities of SAM and are pioneers in the European CleanTech investment
community. Prior to joining SAM, Gina was Senior Vice President and Head of Strategic

Planning and Acquisitions at Sulzer Corporation, a multinational technology corporation. During her tenure, she
oversaw 45 transactions and was responsible for the business unit strategic development.

Gina is a member of the CleanTech Venture Network Advisory Board, and a founder of the EEVF. In addition, she is a
regular guest lecturer at the ETH and Hochschule St. Gallen.

Her extensive experience in North America and Europe covers various industries including financial services, industrial
technologies, advanced materials and medical technology. She began her professional career in 1988 with Swiss Bank
Corporation in Chicago and New York.

Gina holds a BA in finance and a dual MBA from Thunderbird and ESADE.
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Alain Dubois 
Chairman, Lyxor Asset Management

Alain Dubois is Chairman of the Board of Lyxor AM since 2003. Previously, he was a member
of the Managing Board and head of business development. He has held previous positions
at Lazard Frères et Cie as Director of Structured Finance, at Commerzbank as a Senior
Structurer and at the French Finance Ministry.

Alain is a graduate of the École Nationale d'Administration and École Polytechnique, and a law graduate.

Marcel Erni is a founder of Partners Group and serves as an Executive Vice Chairman. As
Chief Investment Officer (CIO), he is responsible for the firm's investment strategy and
development and is a member of the private equity investment committee. He has been
instrumental in building the firm's direct investment business and has extensive private
equity investment experience both in direct and fund investments. He regularly sources

major transactions for the firm's clients and business partners through his established private equity and investor
network in Europe and the USA.

In his former function as co-head of the Hedge Funds Investment Management business group, Marcel was
instrumental in building the firm's hedge fund business and served on the hedge funds investment committee. Prior
to founding Partners Group, Marcel was a banker at Goldman Sachs & Co. in Zurich. Previously, he was a management
consultant at McKinsey & Co.

Marcel holds an MBA degree from the University of Chicago and a doctorate and master's degree in finance and
banking from the University of St. Gallen (HSG), Switzerland.

Marcel Erni
CIO, Executive Vice Chairman, Partners Group



Fabio Galli 
Director General, Assogestioni - associazione del risparmio gestito

Fabio Galli joined Assogestioni in 1998, the Italian association of asset and fund
management companies, as head of research. He subsequently became head of
international relations, head of the Milan office and a board member of FEFSI, now EFAMA.
In March 2002, Fabio was appointed Director General of Assogestioni.

Previously, Fabio worked for JP Morgan and Gemina Capital Markets in Milan on derivatives trading and sales desks,
between 1992 to 1994. He then worked for UBS in London, Zurich and Lugano as head of sales for institutional
clients in southern Europe. Fabio serves in several self-regulatory and consultative bodies both domestically and in
the international arena.

Fabio graduated in Economics from Bocconi University, Milan and subsequently joined the monetary and financial
research centre of the University.

Philip Garcia
Head of Client Service EMEA, T. Rowe Price

Philip Garcia is a Vice President of T. Rowe Price Global Investment Services Limited. He is
Head of Client Service EMEA. Before joining T. Rowe Price in 2005, Philip was Head of UK
Investment Consulting at Towers Perrin in London. He has extensive experience in advising
companies and trustees on the financing and investment of their pension arrangements
gained during a 20 year career at Towers Perrin.

Philip is a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries and has a Master of Arts degree from Trinity College, Cambridge
University, where he read Mathematics. He is a regular speaker at conferences on investment issues.
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Prof. Dr. Hans Geiger
Professor of Finance, Swiss Banking Institute, University of Zurich

After having finished his studies in Economics at the University of Zurich, Hans Geiger
joined Credit Suisse in 1970, where he stayed until 1996. Within this time Hans Geiger was
head of accounting, international credit business and chief information officer. For ten years
he was a member of the executive board of Credit Suisse in areas such as foreign exchange,
precious metal, bank relations and logistics.

In 1997 Hans became full-time professor at the Swiss Banking Institute, University of Zurich. From 1997 to 2000 he
acted as chairman of the board of directors of Telekurs Holding and as vice-chairman of the board of directors of Bank
Vontobel from 1998 to 2004. His main areas of research and teaching are payment systems/ clearing/ settlement,
credit business, operational risk management, regulation and supervision of financial institutions. He is a member of
the European Shadow Financial Regulatory Committee and of SUERF (Société Universitaire Européenne de
Recherches Financières), as well as a member of the board of trustees of the Swiss Banking School. In 2002 he became
a member of the governmental commission on integrated financial supervision in Switzerland (until 2005).

Alexander Ineichen is a Senior Investment Officer for the Alternative Investment Solutions
team at UBS, with responsibility for investment strategy, risk, and industry research.
Alexander started his financial career in origination of risk management products at Swiss
Bank Corporation in 1988. Subsequently, Alexander had various research functions within
UBS related to equity derivatives, indices, capital flows and alternative investments.

Alexander is the author of the UBS research publications “In Search of Alpha – Investing in Hedge Funds” (10 / 2000)
and “The Search for Alpha Continues – Do Fund of Hedge Funds Add Value?” (9 / 2001), which are among the most
often printed research papers at UBS. Alexander has published research on equity derivatives and hedge funds in
financial journals, and has written numerous articles for the financial press.

Alexander holds a Federal Diploma of Economics and Business Administration from the Universities of Applied
Sciences SIB in Zurich. He holds the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst
(CAIA) designations. Alexander is a member of the CFA Institute and the Board of Directors of the CAIA Association.

Alexander M. Ineichen
Managing Director, UBS
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Dr. Stefan Jaecklin
Managing Director, Mercer Oliver Wyman (MOW)

Stefan Jaecklin has more than 8 years experience in consulting and more than 11 years
experience in capital markets activities. He has spent 5 years at MOW working out of the
New York and London offices and has covered German speaking Europe for the past 3 years.

Stefan has led a range of strategy projects with leading investment banks, asset/wealth
managers, as well as regional banks and exchanges. Among other projects, Stefan has advised asset and wealth
managers on their core and satellite positioning.

Stefan holds a doctorate in International Economics of the Institut Universitaire de Hautes Etudes Internationales
(Université de Genève, Suisse), a M.Soc.Sci (Economics) of the National University of Singapore and is a Chartered
Financial Analyst (CFA).

Thomas Kubr
Managing Director, Capital Dynamics

Thomas Kubr is a Managing Director and the Chief Executive of Capital Dynamics, a
position he holds since 1999. Previously, he was the head of private equity at Partners
Group. He was a consultant with McKinsey & Company from 1995 to 1997.Thomas began
his career as an aerospace engineer at the Space Division of Oerlikon Contraves.

Thomas holds an MBA from IMD, a BSE (Aerospace) from the University of Michigan and an MSc and Aeronautical
Engineer Degree from the California Institute of Technology.
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Dr. Walter Meier is the founder and CEO of BT&T and mPerical Asset Management Group.
mPerical is a company specializing in quantitative investment management. The research
infrastructure, the approach based on empiricism and the science-based asset management
were developed under his leadership.

Walter specializes in strategic Management and corporate finance. His background includes management consulting,
head of a technical consumer goods division, head of project management restructuring of a international
engineering company, foundation and development of an investment management company in private equity
financing for growth companies, and creation and placement of a credit financing vehicle for eight Swiss cities.

Walter started his career with a vocational education in engineering and gained work experience in mechanical
engineering. Walter then studied economics and business administration at the University of St. Gallen (HSG) and
obtained a PhD in Strategic Management.

Robert Nef joined Swiss Re in 1995. Robert is a member of the Executive Team of the Fund
of Funds Team and is responsible for marketing and client relations for the Fund of Funds
Team. Formerly, he managed the transaction process of principal protected private equity
products for clients of Swiss Re New Markets. Robert began his career at Swiss Re as an
indemnity underwriter and client relationship manager for accounting, law and professional

services firms. Previously, he worked in marketing and controlling at Alcatel in Zurich.

Robert holds a Masters degree in International Business Relations from the University of St. Gallen, summa cum laude.

Dr. Walter Meier
Chairman & CEO, mPerical Asset Management

Robert Nef
Managing Director, Swiss Re



Dr. Ulrich Niederer
Chairman UBS Global Asset Management Switzerland, UBS

Ulrich Niederer has 20 years of investment industry experience and is currently involved in
the development and implementation of the global investment strategy. He also focuses
on alternative investments, mainly hedge funds and private equity. He is primarily
responsible for the Alternative Funds Advisory (AFA) team, a key multi-manager provider
within UBS Alternative and Quantitative Investments.

Ulrich is Chairman of the UBS AG Pension Fund’s Investment Committee. He is also a member of the Swiss Stock
Exchange’s Index Commission.

Following the completion of his thesis in Theoretical Physics at the University of Basel and some years of research,
Ulrich started working on quantitative investment research for the former Swiss Bank Corporation in 1986. In 1990
he was appointed Co-head of Institutional Asset Management. In 1994 he became Chief Investment Officer
Switzerland and Global Head of Structured Investments. He took over his present post in 2001. During his working
career, he has picked up a comprehensive knowledge of quantitative methods for portfolio management, including
indexing, option pricing, portfolio insurance and international asset allocation.

Erik Pointillart
CEO, Ecureuil Gestion

Chief Executive Officer of CDC Gestion in 1990, Erik Pointillart joined Ecureuil Gestion in
1994 as Director of Fixed Income Portfolio Management. He was appointed Head of the
Development Department in 1997 and has been President of the company since October
1999.

At the same time, he is in charge of the Marketing Committee of the AFG (The French Asset Management
Association). Erik began his career in 1974 at Financial Management Department of BNP (Banque Nationale de Paris).
He joined the Caisse des Dépôts group in 1984 as Head of Fixed Income Portfolio Management.
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Ray Soudah founded MilleniumAssociates AG in 2000. The company specializes in
unconflicted and independent M&A advice for the Global Asset and Wealth Management
Industry.

From May 1998 to April 2000, Ray was Managing Director and member of Private Banking
Management Board for UBS AG. From 1994-1998, he was CIO, CFO and member Executive Board Cedel Bank
(renamed Clearstream). From 1992-1994, he became CIO for the National Bank of Bahrain and Head of International
Banking and Private Banking. From 1984-1992, he worked for the Midland Montagu Investment Banking as CEO of
Hong Kong, CEO of Japan and Head of the Global Capital Markets office (London). Additionally, Ray held various
senior positions within Citigroup; lastly Head of Asia Pacific Treasury and Capital Markets.

Ray is a Harvard Business School & INSEAD Alumnus, and is fluent in several languages.

Magnus Spence is the Director of European Research for Boston-based Financial Research
Corporation (FRC). Magnus is also chairman of the Asset Management Group of the
Financial Services Forum. He is recognised as a leading authority on the Sales and
Marketing function in the European Asset management industry. He set up Sector Analysis
Ltd. in 1994, and made it an authority on the scale and nature of demand for investment

funds across Europe.

Magnus has also worked as a strategy management consultant, as an asset manager, and as an investment banker.
He is also a trained Executive Coach, and currently works with several multi-national firms in this capacity.

Magnus lives in Suffolk, England, with his wife and two children.

Ray Soudah
Founder, MilleniumAssociates

Magnus Spence
Director of European Research, Financial Research Corporation
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Albert R. Stutz
Chief Operating Officer, Horizon21

Albert R. Stutz is the Chief Operating Officer of Horizon21 Alternative Investments. Albert
has over 17 years of experience in sales, marketing, consulting and business management
for international corporations such as IBM, AT&T and UBS.

In 2001 Albert joined RMF Investment Group. At RMF he designed and implemented the
sales and marketing unit with special emphasis on institutional relationship management. As a Member of the
Management Committee, he was part of the strategic planning and decision making process of RMF Investment
Group. In 2003, after the acquisition of RMF Investment Group by Man Group plc, Albert was appointed to Head
Marketing & Communications with main focus on branding and product marketing. He was a Member of both the
Management Committee and the Global Sales Marketing & Committee of Man Investments.

Albert holds a degree in economics from the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, where his major courses of study
were marketing and business management. He is married and lives with his family in Switzerland.

Mark Tennant
Senior Adviser, JPMorgan Securities

Mark Tennant is currently a senior adviser to JP Morgan and a member of the International
Advisory Board of T Rowe Price. He is chairman of the management consultancy, Bluerock.
Prior to this, Mark spent 13 years with Chase Manhattan Bank (latterly JP Morgan), opening
the Edinburgh office for Chase, then moving to America as Head of Strategy and Finance for
the custody division. In 1996 he returned to London where until September 2004 he was

Head of Strategic Planning for Europe and Asia, responsible for major relationships at JP Morgan Investor Services.

From 1986 - 1991 Mark was a Director of Hill Samuel. In this role, he served as Chairman of Hill Samuel Private
Clients Ltd, Hill Samuel Unit Trusts Managers Ltd and Bell Lawrie White & Co Ltd. Prior to that he was Marketing
Director of Fidelity’s ERISA operations and Managing Director of UK Pension Funds. Before Fidelity, he spent ten years
with Hambros Bank.

Mark served for seven years in the Scots Guards, and his other activities have included Youth Leadership Officer for
the UK St John Ambulance Brigade, field sports and playing the bagpipes. He also runs a large historic house in
Scotland where he caters for commercial weddings and also runs a dairy herd of 280 milking cows.
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Martin Vogel is Managing Director of Julius Baer Holding Ltd., Chairman and/or Board
Member of various Julius Baer Legal Entities and Julius Baer Investment Companies and
Head of “Product Management, Private Labeling & Global Custody”.

In his function, Martin is primarily responsible for defining, setting up and operational
management of all investment products of the Julius Baer Group, and the managing of Julius Baer’s Private Labeling
and Global Custody businesses.

Martin studied law at the University of Zurich and in the USA. In 1989, he passed the bar exam of the Canton of
Zurich and, prior to joining Julius Baer, he worked as an international business lawyer for approximately 7 years in
Zurich, Switzerland.

Since 2005, Philipp Vorndran is the CEO of the German business of Credit Suisse Asset
Management. In addition, he holds the Senior Investment Strategist function.

Philipp's worked as a lecturer in modern portfolio theories before he joined the Julius Bär
Group in 1991. At Julius Bär Group, he was Portfolio Manager for derivative funds and

private portfolios before becoming head of derivative portfolios at Julius Bär Asset Management. In 1996 he joined
Fincor Finance, Zurich, an independent money manager, and was responsible for the international Portfolio
Management. Philipp joined Credit Suisse in 1997, as Chief Strategist responsible for asset allocation and currency
management.

Philipp graduated from the University of Würzburg (Germany) with a Masters in Economics.

Martin Vogel
Managing Director, Julius Baer Holding

Philipp Vorndran
CEO Germany & Senior Investment Strategist, Credit Suisse Asset Management
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Susan Kish has more than two decades of executive experience in finance and starting
businesses. As CEO for First Tuesday Zurich, she has led its growth into a recognized
innovative think tank and knowledge network focused on new technologies and industries
undergoing radical change, producing thought leadership and leading publications.

Prior to FT, Susan was with UBS for more than 14 years, most recently as Global Head of Structured Finance, based
in Zurich. Before moving to Europe in 1995 with UBS, she held a variety of executive positions at UBS in New York,
where she was responsible for their successful entry into several new financial markets and products.

Susan is an experienced public speaker and moderator at institutes and corporate events on topics including financial
services, venture capital and entrepreneurship, risk and innovation.

Susan graduated from Harvard, and lives with her family in Zurich, Switzerland.

Bruno Giussani is a writer and futures researcher, the author of books on the social and
business impacts of technology, and a member of the Board of Directors of Namics, the
largest Swiss Internet consultancy. As a Co-Founder of Giussani Group, he advises private
and public organizations.

Bruno is an Affiliated Fellow with the Institute for International Studies at Stanford University. Previously, he was the
Producer of the TEDGLOBAL conference; the European Internet columnist for the New York Times; and the Director
of Internet Strategy at the World Economic Forum.

Susan Kish
CEO, First Tuesday Zurich

Bruno Giussani
Author, Founder, Giussani Group LLC
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Knowledge Partner: PricewaterhouseCoopers

PricewaterhouseCoopers, the world's largest professional services organisation, helps its clients build
value, manage risk and improve their performance.

As a leading provider of professional services to investment managers, PwC has a mulit-disciplinary team
of professionals comprised of business advisers dedicated to the industry.

This team includes over 500 partners, supported by a network of professionals, whose specialist
knowledge and experience enable us to provide our clients with insights into marketplace developments
and global opportunities. PwC offers industry-focused solutions and strong implementation capability,
providing a globally coordinated approach to the investment management industry's business needs.

www.pwc.com
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Official Media Partner: Financial Times

Global marketing solutions to a powerful global audience,

Leveraging over 100 years of journalistic excellence and business intelligence, the Financial Times Group
is the world's most authoritative source of news, data, commentary and analysis. In print and online, FT
media provides a quick and effective route to an elite group of senior decision makers, high spending
consumers and active investors.

The Financial Times will create an integrated package of marketing solutions that is customized and
tailored to clients’ exact needs. With FT media, it is possible to pinpoint target messages by focussing a
message to highly specific areas.

www.ft.com/funds
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Summit Partner: Evalueserve 

Evalueserve is a Knowledge Services company providing worldwide and multi-lingual Investment
Research, Business and Market Research, Data Analytics, and Intellectual Property services to over 500
clients around the globe. The company currently has a team of around 900 full-time professionals who
have completed more than 5,000 projects. Evalueserve serves Investment Banks, Buy-side institutions
such as Hedge Funds, Asset Managers, PE/VC Firms, Research Firms, as well as Consulting Firms, large
Corporates and SMEs. Operations centers are located in Delhi and Shanghai, while Client Executives are
local nationals based across North and South America, Europe, Middle East and Asia.

The analyst team comprises Engineers, MBAs, CPAs/CFAs, Lawyers, Medical Doctors, Mathematicians,
PhDs covering a wide range of industries including Banking, Insurance, Hi-Tech, Telecommunications,
Healthcare, Chemicals, Energy, Consumer Goods, Retail, and Manufacturing. About 50 professionals are
natives in non-English languages such as German, French, Italian, Spanish, Chinese, Korean and Japanese.

In Investment Research, Evalueserve provides a variety of customized, white-label research services
covering the full spectrum of the value chain. Examples are: creating, feeding, maintaining and auditing
of Excel models, back-testing of fund strategies, drafting company profiles based on quantitative research,
conducting in-depth research on potential investment areas (industries, geographies, etc.), financial
editorial & graphics, interviewing specialists or channels, and conducting Intellectual Property due
diligence.

www.evalueserve.com
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Supporting Partner: AFG

The Association Française de la Gestion Financière, (AFG) represents the France-based asset management
industry, both for collective and discretionary individual portfolio managements. Their members include
management and investment companies, and represent one of the largest asset management markets in the
world with more than € 2,200 billion at the end of 2005.

The promotion of France-based asset management and information of its members are the two main
missions of AFG. AFG provides continuous support in legal, tax and accountancy. AFG acts as a forum for
analysing trends in management techniques, performance measurement, transparency and investor
protection mechanisms.

AFG contributes actively to the evolution of the regulation, and plays a determining role in the definition
of the ethical rules of management by establishing codes of ethics. AFG is also strongly involved in the
field of corporate governance. AFG is very active in the ongoing drafting and implementation of the
European regulatory framework.

www.afg.asso.fr
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Supporting Partner: Swiss Banking Institute, University of Zurich 

The Swiss Banking Institute of the University of Zurich (ISB) is active in theoretical, empirical, and applied
research, academic education, and knowledge transfer. It provides an internationally oriented education
at the bachelor's, the master's and the PhD level. The ISB encourages the development of high-level
knowledge transfer through activities such as seminars, conferences, and specialized master's programs.

www.isb.unizh.ch

Supporting Partner: Financial Center Initiative

Zurich successfully attracts providers of financial services from all over the world. The Financial Center
Initiative has been set up to maintain Zurich’s position and the financial center’s ability to compete with
other global players. The Economic Development Department of the Canton of Zurich and leading
representatives of the financial services industry are leading this initiative.
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Local Partner: Greater Zurich Area 

The Greater Zurich Area is Switzerland’s economic center and one of Europe’s leading commercial regions.
It covers the radius of a 60-minute drive from Zürich airport. The Greater Zurich Area is known for low
taxes, advantageous tax models, the highest quality of life anywhere in the world, top-qualified
manpower, leading research institutes.

Greater Zurich Area AG (GZA) is the organization for marketing this region as a business location. GZA is
a non-profit organization supported by the cantons of Zürich, Aargau, Glarus, Grisons, Schaffhausen,
Schwyz, Solothurn, the cities of Winterthur and Zürich, and various private firms. GZA recruits
international companies abroad and helps them to set up their businesses and pursue investment plans.
In cooperation with regional partners, the GZA provides free professional service during the entire process
e.g. information about the GZA as a business location; a free location evaluation service to foreign
companies; answers to questions about setting up a business; market situation, taxes, property, work
permits, staffing and financing; liaisons with official authorities of the member cantons and cities; and
help to identify suitable contacts.

www.greaterzuricharea.ch
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Local Partner: Canton of Zurich

The Canton of Zurich's Economic Development Department provides all the information you need about
locating your business in Zurich and founding a company. The office supports foreign direct investments,
cluster development and promotion, services for small and medium enterprises and work permits.

www.location.zh.ch

Local Partner: City of Zurich

The City of Zurich has a thriving, internationally competitive economy. Nurturing companies based in the
area and creating a favourable environment for innovative businesses and start-ups is crucial for the future
of Zurich as a business location. The city’s response to this challenge is the Business Development Office.
The office actively promotes the establishment of new businesses in the area and plays a key role in
ensuring that the business environment is constantly being optimised.

As a pilot and door-opener the office helps to realise business projects in Zurich in the shortest time
possible. It provides advice on location selection, procedures and how to find the right local partners. As a
“one-stop-shop” the office establishes contacts with authorities and helps to obtain the necessary permits.

www.zurichlocation.ch
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Local Partner: Canton of Schwyz

The Cantonal Department for Economic Affairs has been established to provide services to clients in their
choice of business location. The services are based on firsthand knowledge and experience of the key
factors of location selection, and the vital importance of location to future success.

Schwyz is situated between the regions surrounding Lake Zurich and Lake Lucerne. Between the two lies
"Schwyzerland" with its charming landscape of rolling hills and attractive tourist resorts. Because of its
excellent location close to the east-west and north-south flows of traffic, the former agricultural canton
has developed into a modern base for services and industry.

As a result of its favorable location bordering the financial and commercial centers of Zurich, Lucerne and
Zug, Schwyz presents a winning combination of characteristics to merit serious consideration as a
location - for headquarters, for operations and for new subsidiaries.

In Schwyz, the government appreciates the need for entrepreneurship and provides pragmatic and
effective support. The positive fiscal climate exemplifies this attitude, as well as a single contact and one-
stop shopping provided in a small and uncomplicated administration.

www.sz.ch/economy
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As a global leader in the organisation of international, professional markets, Reed MIDEM is a renowned
facilitator for bringing together business leaders and key decision-makers. In any one year, Reed MIDEM's
tradeshows and conventions attract more than 60,000 participants and 8,000 companies from 132
different countries. Offering the opportunity to network and do business with key players from all over
the world, each market has become a benchmark in its industry.

Reed MIDEM currently serves five different industries:

• Audiovisual & Interactive Content (MIPTV, MIPDOC, MIPCOM, MIPCOM, Junior & MILIA)
• Music (MIDEM)
• Real Estate (MIPIM, MIPIM Asia & MAPIC)
• Urban Management (GLOBAL CITY)
• Asset Management (Thought Leadership Summit)

Founded in 1963, Reed MIDEM (RM) is a subsidiary of Reed Exhibitions (part of the Reed Elsevier Group)
- the world’s leading exhibition organiser.

www.reedmidem.com

TLS – Host and Producer
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First Tuesday Zurich is an independent think tank focused on enabling strategic dialogue amongst key
players at the intersection of business, policy, and technological innovation.

First Tuesday Zurich’s unique methodology for Thought Leadership Think Tanks builds upon scenario
planning, conversational methods, workshop structures, and facilitation and visual techniques. It leverages
the power of different perspectives and experiences to develop new insights into the complex and
evolving issues of today - and tomorrow - and to generate actionable results.

During the last six years, First Tuesday Zurich has built and shared these insights with knowledge networks
internationally through conferences and workshops, research, seminars, and publications.

First Tuesday. Innovation. Knowledge. Insight. First.

www.firsttuesday.ch

TLS – Executive Producer



11, rue du Colonel Pierre Avia
75015 Paris - France

www.tls-reedmidem.com


